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Natural disasters can lead to temporary or permanent damages to the power system. Possible 
damages to the electric power grid can lead to large-scale interruption in electric service, which 
could greatly impede post-disaster relief efforts. To make communities resilient against natural 
hazards, the power grid must be able to mitigate the impact of such disasters and to provide post-
disaster self-healing capability. In this framework, the network operator has to think ahead about 
the mitigation techniques that can be incorporated into the network optimal power flow in order to 
reduce the adverse consequences as much as possible. Since every natural disaster behaves 
differently, care must be taken based on the nature of each phenomenon. However, there are some 
natural disasters that have commonalities and can be classified in the same group. High-
temperature-related natural disasters are one such example. These events expose the network to 
high temperature rises which can easily jeopardize the reliability of the system. Wildfires and heat 
waves are the most well-known instances of these hazards. Wildfires are natural or manmade 
events that occur in forested and grassland regions. From among various power system assets, 
overhead transmission lines are in particular vulnerable to wildfire, since they often pass through 
such areas. The heat generated by the fire can increase the surface temperature of the overhead 
conductors in its vicinity. Even moderate temperature rises can lead to increased conductor sag 
and subsequent chances of flashover, whereas in extreme cases, conductor annealing and 
permanent loss of tensile strength can be expected. One way to avoid this, is to dynamically adjust 
the thermal rating of the at-risk lines, so that reduced loading of the line counteract the heat gained 
from the fire. However, this can affect the flow of power and dispatch of the generation units. 
Similar effects on the grid can be expected during heat waves, which are prolonged periods of 





threats to the society, these events may easily push the power grid towards its operational limits. 
The maximum capacity of many energy resources gets negatively affected by excess temperatures. 
This can be in addition to the expected loss of life due to operation under harsh conditions. 
Overhead lines, again, experience excessive conductor surface temperatures that can drastically 
reduce their power transmission capacity. To make matters worse, the reduction in generation 
and/or transmission capacity will coincide with a rise in electric demand, often attributed to 
overutilization of air-conditioning systems. This can jeopardize the ability of the power grid to 
maintain system stability. A key to ensure that the grid continues operating safely and securely is 
to incorporate the effect of temperature into its operation schedule. Another way to mitigate the 
effect of high temperature rises is through using demand response potential at the end user’s level, 
such as industrial and residential loads. Industrial loads consume a major portion of the overall 
demand and can form an industrial microgrid which is equipped with on-site generation. From a 
mathematical standpoint, the optimal operation of such network is an interesting and challenging 
problem due to the presence of various and at times conflicting objective functions. Operators of 
industrial plants look into minimizing cost, reducing carbon emissions, optimizing asset 
utilization, and maximizing profits. These considerations make the operation of an industrial 
microgrid a multi-objective optimization problem that not only seeks the optimal operation of the 
plant but can also introduce significant advantages such as demand responsive behavior. These 
large demand responsive loads can be significantly beneficial in the operational framework of the 
system during high temperature-related natural disasters. Moreover, since over-utilization of air-
conditioning (A/C) systems is one of the biggest issues during high temperature rises, optimally 
allocating energy and demand responsive resources in a power distribution system exposed to a 
heat wave can be beneficial in order to maintain the load-generation balance and minimizing the 





demand responsive A/C units in order to help the distribution network operator to manage the 
network as efficient as possible. However, due to the stochastic behavior of building occupants, 
the proposed methodology could be totally an inferior solution. Thus, a robust multi-objective 
optimization framework is needed to consider all uncertainties and avoid health risks to the 
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STC Solar irradiance at STC (W/m2) 
b,ck Charging efficiency of battery k (%) 
b,dk Discharging efficiency of battery k (%) 
DGi Generation efficiency for DG unit i (%) 
n Sufficiently small parameter, one for each objective function in the multi-
objective problem 
W Wind turbine efficiency (%) 
λ Temperature sensitivity coefficient for a transformer 
λ1, λ2 Temperature sensitivity coefficients for a diesel engine 
 Penalty due to unfulfilled order ($/unit, $/m3, $/kg) 





s Effective angle of solar irradiance (degree) 
w Angle of wind direction with respect to conductor axis (degree) 
a Dynamic viscosity of air (Pa-s) 
 Revenue of end product ($/unit, $/m3, $/kg) 
a Air density (kg/m3) 
b Fuel bulk density (kg/m3) 
SB Stefan-Boltzmann constant (W/m2-K4) 
σ Control parameter in Extended Lexicographic Goal Programming method 
 Atmospheric transmissivity (dimensionless) 
ξ Coefficients of the emission function (kg/kW2, kg/kW, and kg as appropriate) 
 Uncertainty parameter 
C. Variables 
AtDR Change in power consumption of the plant with respect to normal (no DR) 
operation, i.e. optimal power consumption when DR is not allowed (kW) 
Cbk,t Operation cost of battery k during time period t ($) 
CDGi,t Operation cost of DG unit i during time period t ($) 
CDRj,t Cost of demand responsive load j at time t ($); DR is modeled as negative demand 
CLFk,T Corrected lifetime for battery k due to ambient temperature Tat (months) 






FEQ Equivalent aging factor for a transformer for the time horizon of the problem 
fi,tDG Amount of fuel consumed by DG i during time period t (m3, l, kg) 
Fn mth objective function in the multi-objective optimization problem 
Ic,t Post-process inventory at the output of workstation c at time period t (No. units, 
volume, weight) 
Ic,n Current flow through the conductor under normal condition (A) 
Ic,f Current flow through the conductor when wildfire is approaching the line (A) 
KtXfmr Ratio of the current load of the asset (e.g. transformer) to its rated load 
ot no-DR binary variable (= 1, if DR is not implemented at time t, and is 0, otherwise) 
Pm,t Injected active power to the network at node m during time period t (kW) 
Pb,ck,t Amount of charging power provided to battery k during time period t (kW) 
Pb,dk,t Amount of power discharge provided by battery k during time period t (kW) 
Pb,pt Battery power provided to the plant at time period t (kW) 
Pb,ut Battery power sold to the utility at time period t (kW) 
Pdi,j,t Active power consumption for customer j connected to node i at time t (kW) 
Pd,()i,j,t Active power consumption for different loads belonging to customer j connected 
to node i at time t (kW), () could be A/C for air conditioning, PV for rooftop 
photovoltaics, or INT for internal loads which includes shiftable (SH), non-
shiftable (NS) and miscellaneous (Misc) loads 
PDGi,t Active power provided by DG unit i during time period t (kW); DG may be a wind 
resource (denoted as W) or a solar resource (denoted as PV) 





PtDG,u Diesel generator power sold to the utility at time period t (kW) 
PDRj,t Active power of demand responsive load j during time period t (kW)  
PLiney,t Active power flowing thorough line y at time t (kW) 
Pig Active power output of generating unit i (MW) 
Pts Power available from PV at time period t (kW) 
Pts,p PV power provided to the plant at time period t (kW) 
Pts,u PV power sold to the utility at time period t (kW) 
Psubt Power imported to the grid from the distribution substation at time period t (kW) 
Ptu Power exchanged between utility and the plant at time t that flows through the 
transformer (kW), e.g. power supplied to the plant by the utility or power injected 
into utility’s network by the plant 
Ptu,p Power provided by the utility to the plant at time period t (kW) 
Qc Convective heat loss rate per unit length of the conductor (W/m) 
Qc,f Fire convective heat transfer rate per unit length of conductor (W/m) 
Qc,low  Forced convective heat loss rate per unit length of the conductor for low wind 
speed (W/m) 
Qc,high Forced convective heat loss rate per unit length of the conductor for high wind 
speed (W/m) 
Qc,n Natural convective heat loss rate per unit length of the conductor (W/m) 
Qr Radiative heat loss rate per unit length of the conductor (W/m) 





Qs Solar irradiance heat transfer rate per unit length of the conductor (W/m) 
qt DR binary variable (= 1, if DR is implemented at time t, and is 0, otherwise) 
rig Reserve allocation amount for generator i (MW) 
sm+, sm– Positive and negative deficiency variables for the mth goal in the multi-objective 
optimization 
SOCbk,t State of charge of battery k during time period t (%) 
TtHS Hot spot temperature of the transformer at time t (ºC) 
ui,t Integer variable indicating the operational level of workstation i at time period t, 
ui,t{0,…,4} which indicates operation at 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of rated 
capacity, respectively 
u*i,t Integer variable indicating the operational level of workstation i at time period t 
under normal operation (i.e. no DR) 
ub,ck,t Binary variable that indicates battery k is charging during time period t (1: being 
charged, 0: not being charged) 
ub,dk,t Binary variable that indicates battery k is discharging during time period t (1: 
being discharged, 0: not being discharged) 
vDRj,t Binary variable that specifies DR load j is being curtailed during time period t (1: 
being curtailed, 0: no curtailment) 
 Unfulfilled orders; shortage in production level of the last workstation compared 
to the desired level (number of units, m3, kg) 
δGP Maximum deviation from goals in Extended Lexicographic Goal Programming 
method 
Δδm,t mth column of the voltage angle matrix at time period t 





ΔTtTO Top oil temperature rise of the transformer over ambient temperature at time t (ºC) 
c Conductive heat flux (W/m2) 
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1. CHAPTER 1:                                                                                                                 
THESIS STRUCTURE 
1.1 Objective of Research 
The objective of this research can be classified into two categories: 
The first part focuses on the source of excessive heat in the network that is high-temperature 
natural disasters. If the network operators choose to ignore the effect of temperature, adverse 
consequences can occur to the users as well as power grid assets. Severe loss of life for the 
electrical components, sometimes even premature failure, flashovers and loss of electric service 
are only some of the expected consequences. Therefore, in order to be resilient against such natural 
disasters, the power grid operation must be able to withstand against the events with limited 
degradation. This research mainly focuses on two types of heat related natural disasters, i.e. 
wildfires and heat waves. 
Wildfires have been studied in this dissertation as the first case study. It has been shown that 
high temperatures caused by the wildfire progression can reduce the ampacity of the transmission 
lines. Therefore, the currents flowing through the lines have to be reduced in order to avoid any 
possible damages. As the wildfire approaches the transmission line, the operator would have some 
time to reduce this loading level and as a result, protect the transmission line for a longer period 
of time (which might be enough for the firefighters to extinguish the fire). This requires a 
mathematical modeling of the wildfire progression considering radiative and convective heat 
transfer rates, calculating the dynamic thermal rating of a conductor through thermal balance 
equations and finally finding the proper conductor-wildfire interaction model with carefully 





Heat waves, as prolonged periods of excessive ambient temperature that may last up to several 
weeks, have also been considered as a case study. High temperature rises have significant impacts 
on different power system components such as synchronous generators, battery units, PV panels, 
electric demands, etc. In this section of the dissertation, all the temperature correction factors are 
derived and incorporated into the operational framework of the network. A temperature-dependent 
dispatch model is proposed to find the optimal operation of the network. It is observed that if we 
ignore the temperature effect, the power grid may become exposed to severe risks. This study also 
shows that battery units and especially demand responsive loads can play an invaluable role during 
the heat wave period.  
The second part of research focuses on solving the above-mentioned optimal operation 
framework using demand responsive potential, which involves considering more objective 
functions as well as problem uncertainties. The goal has been to find an optimal strategy for the 
network by making it more granular and proposing an individual operation plan for each sub-
network in the system, i.e. industrial microgrids and neighborhoods.  
Having individual strategies for each sub-network in the system can effectively help managing 
the entire network during contingencies such as high temperature natural disasters. This statement 
can be supported by two arguments: (a) although Industrial loads include a small percentage of the 
total consumers, they consume a huge percentage of the total power generated; (b) In decentralized 
operation of the network, more operating tools such as workstation statuses in industrial micogrids, 
or temperature set-points in residential buildings can be employed. Thus, in this dissertation, first, 
optimal operation of the industrial microgrid, as the biggest sub-networks in the system will be 
studied. Then, community energy management and home energy management systems, as the 





utilization of air-conditioning (A/C) systems occur during heat waves, a black-box reduced-order 
model is used to realistically forecast the A/C load in a residential community and to generate 
temperature set-points for individual demand responsive A/C units. Also, it is shown how the 
operator can optimally allocate the energy resources and use other tools such as demand shifting 
to overcome the issues caused by high temperature rises. 
Although in traditional optimal operation problems only cost would matter, in modern 
networks several other objectives such as total emissions produced, lifetime of assets, consumer’s 
satisfaction, etc. are also important to be fulfilled. In order to solve a problem that considers some 
of these objectives, the previous optimization approaches are unable to seek the optimal solution 
which is now called Pareto optimum. In order to solve the multi-objective optimization problems, 
other techniques like goal programming can be very effective. In this research, goal programming 
approaches, especially Chebyshev and the extended lexicographic goal programming techniques 
have been used to solve the proposed multi-objective problems. 
The previous discussions are focused on a deterministic framework that considers all 
parameters as certain values. However, there are many sources of uncertainties in the network such 
as electricity price variations, demand volatilities, renewable energy intermittencies, etc. which 
would need more attention. In this dissertation, an uncertainty-affected problem have been taken 
into consideration to find the robust optimal operation of the network during excessive heat 
exposure. It has been shown how considering these stochastic parameters can save cost and 
improve consumer’s satisfaction, whereas ignoring them could lead to an inferior solution. 
Therefore, proposing a robust multi-objective optimization framework for the heat affected 





1.2 Thesis Outline 
Chapter 1 gives a short introduction about the dissertation as well as the main objectives of the 
research. There are six additional chapters that present the technical aspect of the research and 
provide the corresponding simulation results. The final chapter summarizes the concluding 
remarks and lists the suggested future work. 
Chapter 2 gives an introduction about the research materials in this dissertation as well as a 
literature review on different aspects of the optimal operation of the power grid during high 
temperature rises. It shows how the state of the art networks can help in optimal operation of the 
networks during contingencies such as natural disasters. In particular, it introduces two main 
natural hazards which cause excessive heat in the network. Finally, it provides a survey on multi-
objective optimization and robust optimization.  
In Chapter 3, progressing wildfire as the first source of heat-induced disaster in the network is 
studied and modeled. It is shown how thermal rating of the transmission lines will change as the 
wildfire gets close to an electric network and how the optimal dispatch of the network will get 
affected. Finally, the stochastic behavior of wind as one of the most significant factors in wildfire 
progression is studied and the proposed model is updated accordingly. 
Chapter 4 studies the effect of heat wave (as the second source of high temperature rise in the 
network) on the energy management of a distribution power network, and a temperature-dependent 
operational framework has been proposed for this purpose. A detailed study on the effect of high 
temperature rise on various electrical components in the network has also been provided. 
In Chapter 5, the goal is to find more distributed strategies to manage the power network during 





enumerated as one of the biggest power consumers in the network is introduced. The energy 
management framework of such networks during normal conditions is proposed in the first section. 
Industrial microgrids nowadays have different objective functions that need to be met 
simultaneously. Thus, in the second section, the operation of these microgrids during heat waves 
considering different types of objective functions has been studied. The proposed multi-objective 
operational framework is not only capable of incorporating heat constraint considerations, but it is 
also very effective in handling contradictory objective functions. 
Chapter 6 introduces more distributed frameworks, i.e. community energy management and 
home energy management systems and studies uncertainty consideration of some parameters 
during high temperature exposure in these networks. Therefore, a robust multi-objective 
optimization problem will be proposed to fulfill both power system-wise limitations and 
consumer’s satisfaction constraints. 












2. CHAPTER 2:                                                                                                                    
INTRODUCTION AND LITERTURE REVIEW 
2.1 Grid Modernization and Emerging Tools for Power System Optimal Operation 
 
In traditional networks, dispatch of large generation units, network reconfiguration, load 
shedding, Volt/Var control by capacitor/inductor placement and on-load tap changers (OLTCs) 
were the main significant means to optimize the operational objective functions of the network. 
Some of the most well-known objective functions in these networks are operational cost 
minimization, loss minimization, improving voltage profile and increasing the reliability of the 
system. In this structure, the energy management problem can be model as a non-convex optimal 
power flow (OPF) problem due to non-linear equations. This OPF can be solved by successive 
quadratic programs, Lagrangian relaxation, heuristic approaches or convex relaxation 
techniques [1].  
However, since in modern world, issues such as climate change and energy shortage have 
turned to main concerns of industry, increasing the penetration of renewable energies in the power 
grid, generating the power needs locally and moving toward having a more distributed network is 
gaining more attention. Distributed generations (DGs) are defined as small scale generation units 
which are installed on-site in comparison with the central power plants in the traditional structure. 
DGs can be helpful in [2],[3]:  
 transmission loss minimization 
 peak shaving 
 extracting the waste heat from conversion of primary fuel to electricity locally by means 





 emission reduction 
 increasing reliability 
 grid expansion deferral 
Reciprocating engine generators, microturbines, gas turbines, fuel cells, biomass as well 
renewable energies such as photovoltaic (PV), wind generation, geothermal energy, etc. are the 
common resources that can be used as DGs. However, this paradigm changing can emerge 
problems such as [2]:  
 protection coordination 
 high financial costs 
 energy security 
 power quality issues 
 safety concerns  
In order to deal with these problems and also deploying the capability of demand responsive 
loads together with energy storage systems into the optimal network operation, a more 
decentralized form as Microgrids can be suggested.  
2.2 Microgrid Energy Management 
 
Microgrid (MG) is a group of interconnected loads and distributed energy resources (DER) 
with clearly defined electrical boundaries that acts as a single controllable entity with respect to 
the grid [and can] connect and disconnect from the grid to enable it to operate in both grid 
connected or islanded mode [4]. The point that connects and disconnects the microgrid from the 





substation. It is expected that the total installed capacity of MGs is increased from 1.1 GW in 2012 
to 4.7 GW in 2017 with an estimated market opportunity of $17.3 billion [5],[6]. MGs can have 
some advantages as follows [3],[7], [8]: 
 improving economic operation 
 enhancing power quality  
 increasing reliability of sensitive loads 
 reducing carbon emission due to usage of more renewable energies 
 assisting with electric service restoration 
However, some of the challenges for these type of networks are: controlling large number of 
DERs, more dynamics imposed to the system due to less inertia, and operational limits such as 
fuel limitation during the islanded mode [3],[7],[9]. 
In order to manage a large number of DERs in the MGs, a fast response power/energy 
management (PMS/EMS) framework is required [7]. Figure 2.1 indicated the data flow inside a 
PMS/EMS of a microgrid. As can be seen, the master controller will receive the inputs such as the 
customer load forecasts including electricity and heat consumptions, forecast of uncertain 
resources (wind velocity and solar irradiation), and the electricity market prices. Then, based on 
the objective function of the MG operation, the amount of power purchased from the grid, DER 
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Figure 2.1 Microgrid PMS/EMS (figure redrawn from [7]) 
 
One of the important characteristics of a MG lies in its ability to help the utility during a 
disturbance, which is the case in most section of this dissertation. This can be done either by 
providing local power to a portion of the network or by disconnecting from the grid completely 
and thereby partially relieving the capacity of the distribution circuit [8]. One such application 
arises during electric service restoration, where the objective is to provide as much capacity relief 
for the utility as possible. To do this, MGs can provide local support to some loads by utilizing 
their DER units, or can reduce their demand by curtailing their DR loads. Table 2.1 lists some of 
the related recent studies in the literature. The corresponding constraints and solution methods also 
have been reported in this table. As can be seen from this survey, most of the research in this regard 
are focused on operational cost minimization of the MG. However, having minimum amount of 
load shedding and minimum number of switching instances are other important objectives that 
gain huge importance during contingency situations. Moreover, since most of these problems end 





GAMS/LINDO and CPLEX, or metaheuristic approaches such as GA and PSO will be used to 
find the optimal solutions. 
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[16]        MDS 
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BPSO: Binary Particle Swarm Optimization, HM: Heuristic Method, FT: Fuzzy Theory, SbA: 
Subgradient-based Algorithm, PSO: Particle Swarm Optimization, GA: Genetic Algorithm, AIS: 
Artificial Immune System, MDS: Modified Direct Search method, MC: Monte Carlo simulation 
 
In operating a network in the form of microgrid, sometimes there might be some un-used 
capacity in each MG that can be transferred to the nearby MGs that are importing their shortage 





and MGs, power transaction between the MGs can be a cheaper option. Therefore, the distribution 
network operation can be shifted from a sub-optimal operation to an optimal operation. This multi-
microgrid (MMG) configuration also can be very beneficial during the electric service restoration 
which the MGs have lost the grid supply and are using their own resources. Power interaction 
among the islanded MGs in this condition would increase the network reliability, along with the 
reduction in operational costs. However, since MG energy management system (MEMS) is 
responsible to provide a stable and economic operation in each MG, a new architecture has to be 
defined to handle the optimal energy management in the local networks and the whole distribution 
network. To tackle such a challenge, different methodologies such as multi-agent systems (MASs) 
have been proposed in order to seek an optimal solution for these multi-level frameworks [19]. 
The problem of MG optimal operation can be essentially modeled as an optimization problem 
which tries to minimize or maximize some operational objectives subject to technical and capacity 
constraints. For this purpose, there are some tools that can help MEMS to achieve this objective 
functions more efficiently.  In the rest of this section, distributed energy resources, demand side 
management, and other emerging tools that can facilitate the optimal operation of the network will 
be discussed in detail.  
2.2.1 Distributed Energy Resources  
DERs are comprised of DG units and Energy Storage Systems (ESS) that are usually placed at 
the customer site to provide on-site generation. Different DER units can be incorporated in 
microgrids which are divided into two groups: conventional units and power-electronic based 
DERs. The conventional or rotary units are connected to the MG through a rotating machine, while 





Connecting to the MG via electronically coupled devices, introduces less inertia into the system, 
hence; the dynamic behavior of MGs with dominant penetration of these type of DERs is 
considerably different with respect to the conventional MGs. Therefore, new dynamic and 
transient control strategy should be planned to deal with such issues. Table 2.2 lists different types 
of DER units with their primary energy sources, their required interface and the common control 
strategy used for each category.   
DGs can be dispatchable and non-dispatchable. The microgrid network operator (MNO) have 
control over the power injection of dispatchable DGs such as microturbine, diesel generators and 
fuel cells. The mathematical model of the operational cost of a dispatchable DG unit can be 
expressed as a function of the fuel price as well as its thermal value [12], [15]. Equation (2.1) 
represents the general relation that can be adapted for a diesel generator, a microturbine or a fuel 
cell unit. This equation indicates that the main cost in operation of a dispatchable DG unit is its 
















,   (2.1) 
 
Hence, the amount of fuel consumed by the DG unit can be expressed as a function of its output 
power. A linear function is adopted here for proof-of-concept purposes. Naturally, a higher order 





















Table 2.2 DER technologies [7] 
 
 Technology Interface/Inversion Power Flow Control 






AVR and Governor 
control (+P, ±Q) 
Fixed-speed wind 
turbine 
Induction generator Stall or pitch control 
of turbine (+P, −Q) 







Turbine speed and dc 







MPPT and dc link 

















 (±P, ±Q) 
Flywheel Power electronic 
converter (ac-dc-ac 
conversion) 
Speed control  
(±P, ±Q) 
 
On the other hand, since the nature of some renewable energies is uncertain such as irradiation 
and wind velocity, the MNO cannot control some DGs that are addressed as non-dispatchable 
DGs. However, solar PVs and wind generators are the two most well-known non-dispatchable 
DGs that are increasingly deployed in the modern networks, because of the depletion of natural 





The output power of wind energy conversion system can be determined as a function of the 
wind speed and the swept area of the turbine rotor, among other things [20]: 
 3,, 5.0 WtiiaWWti VAP   (2.3) 
The output power of a PV generator i at time t can be modeled based on the generation level 
under standard test condition (STC) [14]: 




, 1  
(2.4) 
2.2.2 Demand Side Management  
Demand side management (DSM) refers to programs implemented by utility companies to 
control the energy consumption at costumer side of the meter [23]. Deploying the advanced 
metering infrastuructures (AMIs) has provided the possibility of load reduction and load shifting 
in case of limited energy resources and peak hours. [22] classifies DSM into four major groups 
based on the timing and its impact on the power consumers Energy Efficiency (EE), which focus 
on usage of high efficiency devices, such as improving the building insulation and enhancing the 
behavior of customers in energy usage. Time of Use (TOU), which has assigned higher prices to 
some operating hours like peak hours, so power consumers try to plan for consuming the energy 
during cheap hours. Demand Response (DR), which provides more flexible control over the 
costumer load with some incentive provision or penalties. And finally Spinning Reserve (SR), 
that we can consider loads as virtual spinning reserve which can let generators to produce more 





can improve the optimal operation of the network. Therefore, a more detailed analysis will be 
discussed as follows. 
In most literatures, DR is an interchangeable term for DSM. TOU and demand-side SR are 
also considered as a category of DR program [24],[25]. In this framework, DR programs are 
usually grouped into two categories based on offered financial motivations: incentive based 
programs and price-based programs. Incentive programs can be listed as follows: 
 Direct load control (DLC), which is based on an agreement between the utility and the 
costumer, in which the utility can remotely control the electrical appliances consumption 
inside a household [23] 
 Emergency DR program (EDRP), which participants will be paid for their measured load 
reduction during an emergency condition [25] 
 Interruptible/Curtailable (I/C) Services, where curtailment option or complete interruption 
of the consumption of a costumer inside a utility area is possible and participants are 
offered incentives for lowering their power consumption to some pre-defined values [25] 
 Capacity Market Program (CAP), where customers commit to providing pre specified load 
reductions when system contingencies arise, and are subject to penalties if they do not 
curtail when directed [26] 
 Demand Bidding, where participants bid load reduction in wholesale electricity 
market [25] 
 DR programs as ancillary services, which can be considered a virtual source for providing 






Price-based DR programs also can be listed as the following categories: 
 Time of Use (TOU), discussed before 
 Real-time pricing (RTP), which expose costumers to the variability of electricity prices in 
the wholesale market from an hour to 24 hours ahead of time and costumer will decide 
upon load reduction based on this information [24] 
 Critical Peak Pricing (CPP), which adds a time-dependent electricity rates much higher 
than normal rates during peak hours. This scheme induce participants to reduce their 
consumption and it can perform well with DLC scheme [24] 
 Peak Time Rebate (PTR), which offer rebates to customers who reduce their consumption 
during critical peak events. The amount of reduction will be determined with comparing 
its current consumption with its base consumption [27] 
This thesis utilize I/C services as the DR program to seek the optimal operation of the network. 
Therefore, since this program is among the incentive-based programs, the costumers will receive 
financial incentives to curtail their load. This resource can therefore be modeled as a virtual 
generation resource with a quadratic cost function [28] as shown in (2.5). 
 2,,, DRtjDRjDRtjDRjDRtj PPC    (2.5) 
2.2.3 Community Energy Storage 
In the recent years, the power industry has been moving towards integrating more renewable 
energy resources into its daily operation [29]. However, replacing fossil-fuel based units with 
renewable alternatives comes with challenges of its own, in particular due to the inherent 
intermittency in wind and solar energy [30], [31]. More flexible resources need to be incorporated 





which could range from sub-minutely to hourly timescales. DSM and ESS are two solutions that 
can fulfil this goal [32]. While DSM solutions may suffer from the inherent stochasticity in 
customer behavior, ESS provides a more deterministic alternative. In addition to alleviating the 
intermittency of renewable energy resources, ESS can increase system reliability, reduce carbon 
footprint by decreasing the fossil fuel consumption, and improve overload conditions and 
congestion in the grid. Larger size ESSs can be installed at the utility level; however, many utilities 
are also considering distributed ESS to help with localized peak demand and providing other 
ancillary services such as frequency regulation and black start capability [33]. These distributed 
systems can be installed either at individual customer locations or in neighborhoods consisting of 
several customers. The latter is known as community energy storage (CES) system, and is defined 
as a distributed fleet of small energy storage units, which are connected to the secondary of 
transformers serving a few houses or small commercial loads [34]. CES can be charged during low 
electricity rates and sell the electricity later when the price is high (peak hours) [35]. It is estimated 
that utilizing CES can increase the revenue by up to 65% [36].  
Many researchers have proposed solutions for integrating CES into grid operation. A power 
balancing algorithm by deploying CES systems has been proposed in [37] in order to mitigate the 
neutral current and neutral voltage rise problems due to the unbalanced allocation of PV panels in 
a system. In [38], simultaneous placement and sizing of CES systems and capacitor banks have 
been studied with the goal of continuity of service, loss minimization, and voltage support. An 
optimal scheme for allocation of multiple CES units is proposed in [39] based on net present value 
(NPV) obtained from peaking power generation, energy loss reduction, system expansion deferral, 
CO2 emission reduction, Var support, capital and maintenance costs. Authors in [32] studied a 





shifting simultaneously. Many utilities have deployed CES systems in their network, namely, 
Detroit Edison (DTE) project with 500 kW Li-ion batteries to couple with a 500 kW solar 
array [41], a 500 kW/250 kWh Li-ion system installed in Ontario, Canada [42], and many smaller 
sized projects such as the 25 kW/25 kWh McAlpine CES system [43]. Efforts have also been 
reported to use “second-life” batteries in order to increase the residual value of electric vehicle 
batteries and to provide a low cost alternative for ESS [43]. Other CES projects which use various 
technologies such as NaS batteries, lead-acid batteries, and hydrogen storage have also been 
reported in [35]. 
As mentioned, there are different battery technologies that nowadays can be utilized in the 
network: Lithium-ion nickel (Li-ion), sodium-sulphur (NaS), nickel–cadmium (NiCd), nickel–
metal hydride AB5 (NiMH), lead–acid (PbA) and redox flow batteries (regenerative fuel cells) 
such as polysulfide-bromide (PSB), vanadium-redox (VRB) and zinc–bromine (ZnBr) [21]. In this 
thesis, we use lead acid and Li-ion batteries that are addressed as battery energy storage systems 
(BESSs). 
Two major parameters regarding the batteries are: State of the charge (SOC) and depth of 
discharge (DOD). SOC denotes the available capacity of the battery by percentage value. The 
capacity of battery k at time t can be determined based on its capacity at the previous time step, 
and the consideration of whether or not it has been charged or discharged during this time period. 
Therefore, the state of charge (SOC) of the battery is modeled according to (2.6) [15], [13]. DOD 




















































2.2.4 Other Tools for Optimal Operation of the Microgrids 
Besides the conventional DER units and DSM techniques, there are some other components 
that are emerging in the modern power networks which makes the operation structure of such 
systems more challenging. Electric Vehicles (EVs) might be the most significant component that 
is rapidly growing. Compared with the traditional load demands, these loads are impressed with 
high uncertainty, disperity, liquidity, and nonlinearity owing to the higher power input and more 
energy absorbed by a single charger [44]. This randomness in consumption is making the network 
economic dispatch more complicated. However, EVs also can discharge their battery power into 
the network that makes it as a power source during certain times. This discharging power can help 
compensating the possible power deficit in emergency operation of the network. 
Moreover, other type of energy storage systems such as semiconductor magnetic energy storage 
(SMES), thermal storages and flywheels can be also useful tools for operating the network. For 
example, thermal storage not only can act as a DER unit, but also can participate in the DR program 
and act as a flexible resource. Static Var Compensators (SVCs) and Flexible AC Transmission 
(FACT) systems also can be enumerated as useful components for providing the ancillary services 
and ensuring the stability of the system. In this dissertation, these tools, for the sake of simplicity, 
are not employed for the optimal operation of the network. 
2.3 Natural Hazards Leading to Excess Temperatures 
Natural disasters can cause temporary or permanent damages to the electric power 
infrastructure. In fact, natural hazards have been considered as one of the two main causes of the 
largest blackouts in North America (the other being cascading failures) [45]. This not only affects 





operation and availability of critical infrastructures such as water sanitation and sewage plants, 
telecommunication networks, transportation systems, and hospitals and emergency service 
facilities, whose services are essential for disaster recovery efforts. Therefore, resilient power 
systems should have some plans ahead in order to withstand against such natural phenomena with 
limited degradation and to be recovered as quick as possible [46]. It should be noted that each 
phenomena has its own behavior and it will damage the power system differently. Therefore, an 
individual study corresponding the effect of each natural disaster on the optimal operation of the 
system seems mandatory. Since some of these disruptive events have certain commonalities, they 
can be classified in the same group and be modeled similarly.    
In this section, two major natural disasters that lead to excess temperature are described. It will 
be discussed that how wildfires and heat waves can adversely affect on the electrical network 
infrastructures. The detailed effect of these two natural phenomena on the optimal operation of the 
network and the corresponding techniques to increase the resiliency of the network against these 
two disruptive events will be studied thoroughly in Chapters 3 and 4. 
2.3.1 Wildfires 
Wildfires are natural or manmade disaster events that occur in forested and grassland 
ecosystems. [47] reports that the average value of almost 72000 wildfires have happened in the 
US in each year between 2000 and 2016 which have burnt nearly 6 million acres of land. However 
90 percent of the wildfires are caused by humans [48], but extreme weather conditions such as 
high temperatures, low humidity, lightning and even high wind velocities that can contact the high-





The severe damages of wildfire on the power system infrastructure will be more on the 
transmission lines which are in the path of a progressing wildfire. These adverse effects from 
wildfire are: 
 The wood poles can burn which result in tower collapse [50] 
 The heat generated by the fire can increase the surface temperature of the overhead 
conductors in its vicinity and therefore decrease the dynamic thermal rating of the 
conductor [52] 
 Conductor sag and creep which result in reduced clearance distance with the ground and 
increased chance of flashover [51] 
 Conductor annealing [53] 
 Permanent loss of tensile strength which makes the line to be replaced [54] 
 Heavy smoke from the nearby wildfire can cause an outage as a result of a fault due to 
ionized air in the smoke and the water drops which may come from the firefighters’ 
facilities [50], [55] 
 Tripping the transmission lines and possible chance of having blackout [53] 
In order to analyze the effect of wildfire on the network operation, an OPF model is required 
which considers the variations in the available capacity of the overhead lines. The operator can 
avoid long-term damages to the transmission line and reduce the chance of flashover between the 
conductor and the ground by decreasing the dynamic thermal rating (DTR) of the exposed 
conductors. Chapter 3 will fully address this problem and propose a methodology to determine the 
reduced ampacity of the lines and then their impact on the re-dispatch of the available generation 





Moreover, as the generation levels of all units may in general be affected by this modification, 
the reserve allocations of the units also need to be updated. Failure to do this, could lead to possible 
load shedding under emergency conditions which is highly undesirable for electric utilities. Also, 
to model network operation under the threat of a progressing wildfire, all factors affecting the fire 
including but not limited to weather conditions and type of fuel must be taken into account. Among 
these factors, wind can be considered as one with major impact on the wildfire behavior. Wind is 
probabilistic in both its speed and direction. Both these parameters can significantly affect the 
progress behavior of the fire. Therefore, it is necessary to incorporate the probability density 
functions (PDF) of wind speed and wind direction into the OPF model to track all possible 
scenarios and derive the expected value of dispatch decisions based on all possible samples. Hence, 
a probabilistic OPF is needed to determine the generation output and reserve allocations of each 
unit considering the probabilistic behavior of the fire. Section 3.3 of Chapter 3 will study 
stochastically the impact of wildfire on the dispatch of a power system considering the wind effect. 
2.3.2 Heat Waves 
The last decades have witnessed severe changes in weather patterns. Among extreme weather 
events, past instances of heat waves in the United States especially in 2006 and 2012 [56],[57], as 
well as the 2003 heat wave in Europe and some parts of Asia [58],[59] and the 2009 heat wave in 
Australia [60] have gained widespread attention. Heat waves are meteorological events that are 
generally considered as a “prolonged period of excessive heat” [60]. Some researchers have 
defined heat waves as temperatures ranging above a certain threshold for two or more consecutive 
days, typically with heat threshold between 95-99 percentiles [61]. However, in general there is 





who live in different regions usually have a different perception of heat and heat waves [60]. 
Figure 2.2 illustrates temperature threshold and historical event locations of global heat wave 
between 1950 to 2013 [62]. 
 
Figure 2.2 Temperature threshold and historical event locations of global heat 
wave (1950-2013) [62] 
 
Several recent studies indicate considerable adverse effects that can be caused in the aftermath 
of a heat wave. Some examples include:  
 the health issues and consequent increase in heat-induced illnesses and 
mortality [56],[59]-[61] 
 significant growth of power consumption especially for cooling purposes and possible 
failure to meet the energy needs due to fuel shortage [60], [62] 





 failure in operation and availability of critical infrastructures such as water sanitation 
systems [60] and transportation systems [63] 
 dependency of steam power plants on cooling water which becomes physically scarce 
during hot periods [64] 
 increased possibility of wildfire occurrence and consequent damages to the electrical and 
energy infrastructure [52].  
Since many of these problems are closely tied in with fulfilling energy needs, adequate 
provisions should be planned ahead in order to manage the energy resources in the most effective 
fashion during the course of a heat wave. A key to ensure that the grid continues operating safely 
and securely is to incorporate the effect of temperature into its operation schedule. In Chapter 4, 
an optimal generation dispatch strategy will be proposed for a distribution grid exposed to a heat 
wave event, while taking into account the dependence of operational constraints of various 
components on ambient temperature 
2.4 Adverse Effects of the Excess Temperatures on Power Grid Components 
High temperature changes due to heat waves have significant impacts on different power 
system components. First and foremost, total electric demand is highly dependent on temperature 
variations [65],[66]. For instance, Chen [66] showed that the power consumption of Taipei city 
can increase by up to 22% when the temperature rises by 5°C. This increase is mainly attributed 
to increased loading of air conditioning systems. On the other hand, generation capacity of most 
energy resources will vary with temperature. For synchronous generators, maximum power limit 
will be adversely affected by significant temperature changes. The efficiency of a generator during 





capability significantly decreases. In addition, high temperatures are typically associated with 
lower air density, which can cause combustion problems in smaller scale diesel engines. This 
inverse relation between temperature and generator power output which occurs due to lack of 
enough oxygen levels can be modeled by a derating factor [67]. Energy storage systems, on the 
other hand, respond to extreme heat differently. The capacity of most batteries (e.g. sealed lead-
acid batteries) is not only dependent on the discharge rate, but also on the ambient temperature. 
As temperature rises, the electrochemical activity in the battery increases; and electrical capacity 
that can be extracted from it increases as a result [68],[69]. The dependence of battery capacity on 
the temperature can also be modeled by a temperature coefficient [70]. High temperatures also 
have considerable impacts on the battery lifetime. [71], [72] indicate explicitly or empirically the 
effect of temperature on degradation rate of batteries. [73] has tried to model this phenomenon for 
lead acid batteries. [74] also shows that depth-of-discharge and temperature can mainly affect the 
degradation of Li-ion batteries. PV panels are also sensitive to ambient temperature due to the 
properties of the semiconductor material in the PV cells. Increasing the temperature reduces the 
band gap of the PV cell and consequently its open circuit voltage. Short circuit current, on the 
other hand, is mostly a function of solar irradiance and it varies with temperature only slightly. 
Therefore, the dc power generated by a PV panel can be affected by extreme temperatures [75]. 
Last but not the least, excess heat can dramatically increase the surface temperature of overhead 
conductors, which in turn results in conductor sag. Temporary sag of the conductor reduces its 
distance to ground and increases the chances of flashover. At the same time, most conductors have 
a threshold beyond which excess elongation leads to permanent annealing of the steel core [82]. 
Figure 2.3 illustrates some example diagrams for the DG maximum power, battery capacity, PV 





It is noteworthy that except for the PV generator (whose power versus temperature variations is a 
well-known mathematical equation), the effect of temperature on the rest of the components are 
usually provided in the form of discrete observations. Whenever applicable, the extrapolation is 
used in this dissertation in order to be able to model the temperature-capacity relation over a range 
of ambient temperatures. 
The reduction in the available capacity of the energy resources together with the increase in 
demand may prevent some power utilities from meeting the demand during a heat wave period. 
Under such conditions, the utility may have to revert to the often expensive spot market of 
electricity to acquire the needed energy. This could manifest itself as large price spikes in the 
electricity market. For instance, during the heat wave in August 2003, prices in the day-ahead 
Dutch APX market reached over €1000 for 1 MW of electricity delivered during peak hours on 
August 11 and 13, compared to the average peak price of approximately €49 over the 20-day period 
before August 11 [83]. In addition, even if energy supplies are not affected by the event, the power 
transfer capability of lines connecting generation resources to loads may be reduced. These further 
emphasize the need for an efficient and optimal energy dispatch in the power grid during the course 
of extreme temperatures. Thus, in this dissertation, an optimal energy management strategy for a 
power system will be proposed, while taking into account the dependence of operational 
constraints of various components on temperature rises. In the rest of this Chapter, some of the 
optimization techniques that were used to solve such problems are introduced. The mathematical 
interpretation of this techniques will be further described in the following technical Chapters of 






Figure 2.3 Typical behavior of a synchronous generator, a battery system, a PV 
panel and an overhead conductor as the temperature rises. Components from 
various manufacturers may show slight differences in numeric values but the 
patterns of behavior generally remain the same. The discrete data for generator, 
battery and overhead conductor have been taken from [67], [72] and [52] 
respectively. The curve fitting has carried out by MATLAB curve fitting toolbar. 
 
 
2.5 Multi-Objective Optimization 
In most of the energy management problems, optimal operation of the network requires 
considering different contradictory objective functions all within the same framework of analysis. 
From a mathematical perspective, this introduces a multi-objective optimization problem, where 
some of the individual objective functions may be contradictory at times. In such a case, the 
network operator faces a set of alternatives, each representing a different level of trade-off. A 





individual objective functions. However, the weight coefficients assigned to the individual 
functions, often determined heuristically or based on the results of statistical analysis, could have 
a significant impact on the quality of the solution achieved. Of course, if all objective functions 
inherently have the same units and are of the same priority level, e.g. various cost and revenue 
terms, the linear combination approach would be appropriate. In fact, this has been extensively 
used in multi-objective optimization frameworks in power systems; although, having objective 
functions with dissimilar units has sometimes forced the authors to convert all functions into 
equivalent cost terms. For instance, when combining emissions and cost, a common choice has 
been to introduce a term for the cost of emissions or associated penalties based on the amount of 
pollutants injected into the environment [84], [85], [86]. As another example, the authors in [87] 
have linked the expected lifespans of the energy sources to their generation costs. Other 
researchers, in an effort to avoid defining artificial cost terms, have restructured the optimization 
problem. For instance, the authors in [88] have modeled the emissions as additional inequality 
constraint by setting an acceptable upper limit. Or, when combining the cost of operation with the 
lifespan of assets, the authors in [89] have defined operational limits for individual assets to ensure 
their lifespan is not negatively affected. While many of these approaches may work well in certain 
applications, they suffer from the fact that they are subjective, and do not consider the true 
interactions between the potentially contracting objective functions. 
An appropriate solution must take into account all possibilities and suggest an alternative that 
is (at least) nearly optimal. Goal Programming (GP) is one such approach. GP is a branch of multi-
criteria decision analysis which was first introduced by Charnes et al. [90], [91]. It transforms the 
problem into one that seeks a solution whose value is as close to the utopian set as possible [92]. 





the two most well-known approaches to solve the GP. Flavell [94] introduced a third approach to 
solve GP known as Chebyshev goal programming (CGP). The underlying philosophy in CGP is 
to achieve an appropriate balance between the goals, as opposed to LGP which deliberately 
prioritizes the goals or the WGP which always has the problem of incommensurability and needs 
a normalization procedure. Later, Romero [95] introduced a general framework, referred to as 
Extended Lexicographic Goal Programming (ELGP), which allows for combining the most 
common GP approaches. In this approach, the balance between the goals and their prioritization 
can be easily controlled by using a control parameter. Despite all this, it is usually impossible to 
find a solution in which all the individual objective functions are optimized. Instead, the 
optimization algorithm tries to find what is known as the non-dominated set or Pareto efficient 
solutions. A solution to a multi-objective problem is Pareto efficient if no other feasible solution 
exists that is at least as good with respect to all objectives and strictly better with respect to at least 
one objective [96]. Pareto optimality introduces additional challenges; however, it is essential 
since without it the solution would be biased towards the decision maker’s heuristic judgment on 
the importance of objectives. 
2.6 Uncertainty Consideration and Robust Optimization 
The intermittent nature of renewable energy resources, demand uncertainties, price variations, 
etc., are always significant obstacles in ensuring optimality of energy management solutions. This 
is particularly the case for MGs due to their smaller size which augments the effects of volatility 
in demand and generation. Several literatures has tried to identify the sources of uncertainties in 
network operation and propose effective approaches to consider these sources. For instance, [76] 





interruption time and duration. The methodology presented in this paper considers the uncertainty 
in main grid supply interruption as well as uncertainty in load/generation forecasts. It decouples 
the normal operation from the resilient operation and studies the latter through some islanding 
scenarios considering the aforementioned uncertainties. Authors in [77] and [78], also take into 
account the prediction errors and uncertainties of renewable energy resources and load 
consumption. [79] includes uncertainties in load, non-dispatchable generation, market price, and 
unused capacity of the other MGs, in a new class of MGs which the author call them provisional 
MGs. These MGs (Which are mostly non-dispatchable renewable units) have similar 
characteristics as usual MGs but are not able to be islanded; therefore are dependent on other MGs 
(dispatchable ones) in order to perform islanding purposes. In [80], the rooftop PV is considered 
as the source of uncertainty and the defined uncertain problem will be finally solved through the 
cutting-plane algorithm for some residential consumers. In this dissertation, building occupancy is 
considered as the source of uncertainty. This is because occupancy is a very random parameter 
that can easily change (especially during hot hours), and as a result, it can change the total demand 
consumption considerably. In most approaches, the decomposing techniques are used to deal with 
such complexity [76],[78],[80]. Some others who try to solve these types of problems through 
other heuristic methodologies always end up with high non-linear problems.  All these means high 
convergence times and inferior solutions. Therefore, seeking a linear structure that is able to 
consider the uncertainty in a reasonable conservativeness and also guarantee the Pareto front will 
be very useful. To do so, a robust multi-objective optimization (RMO) will be performed in this 







3. CHAPTER 3:  
OPTIMAL OPERATION OF THE POWER GRID EXPOSED TO A PROGRESSING 
WILDFIRE 
Reproduced with permission from The Fire Safety Journal, Copyright 2015 Elsevier Ltd. 
(section 3.1 and 3.2) [52], And IEEE Power and Energy Society General Meeting, Copyright 
2016 IEEE (section 3.3) [108]. 
Moein Choobineh, Bananeh Ansari, Salman Mohagheghi 
The objective of this Chapter is to develop a mitigation technique for a transmission system 
that is exposed to a wildfire progression. To do so, first the wildfire is modeled mathematically 
and then its impact on the transmission line as the most vulnerable component of the transmission 
system will be studied. 
3.1 Mathematical Models for Wildfire-Conductor Interaction 
Conductor surface temperature depends on electrical and thermal properties of the conductor 
material, atmospheric factors, and load current. Thermal rating of overhead conductors can be 
determined based on all these factors [97]-[101]. In this section, the thermal balance model 
proposed in IEEE Standard 738 [97] will be used to determine the DTR of a conductor. Here, two 
thermal components are assumed to lead to conductor heating: Joule’s effect due to the conductor’s 
resistance and solar irradiance. On the other hand, convection and radiation heat loss mechanisms 















  crsnc QQQIR 2,  (3.2) 
In the above formula, radiative and convective heat transfer rates, can be calculated as follows [97]: 
















































































      25.175.05.0, 0205.0 accanc TTDQ    (3.7) 
 nchighclowcc QQQQ ,,, ,,max  (3.8) 
     wwwWK  2sin368.02cos194.0cos194.1   (3.9) 
Equations (3.5) and (3.6) represent forced convection heat loss rate for low wind speeds and high 
wind speeds, respectively. Equation (3.7) is for natural convection which occurs when the wind 
speed is zero. It is also assumed that the altitude and azimuth of sun will remain unchanged during 
the time frame of analysis.  
Predicting the progress of a wildfire is not an easy task. Numerous studies have addressed the 
issue of wildfire behavior modeling [102]. In this study, the model developed in [103] has been 





geometrical shape that emits the radiative heat uniformly (Figure 3.1). No convective heat transfer 
rate is considered in this study for the wildfire.  
 
Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of fire geometry (figure redrawn from [103]) 
 
The radiative heat flux emitted from a flame body with length L and width W which is received 
by a target M located at height hM above the ground and at distance r from the fire can be calculated 
as [103]: 



































rr inf  (3.13) 





vf is also the view factor function according to [103]. It is also assumed that the wildfire is 
moving towards the target with a specific rate of spread which is determined by the wind speed, 
wind direction and environment vegetation properties. Equation (3.15) is used here for wildfire rate 
of spread which is based on [105], where k is equal to 0.07 kg/m3 for wildfire and 0.05 kg/m3 for 











In order to evaluate the effect of a wildfire which is moving towards an overhead line on the 
conductor ampacity, a modified version of equation (3.2) has been used. Since the fire causes 
overheating of the conductor, the wildfire related heat transfer rate should be considered in the left 
side of the equation. Since in the following studies, it is assumed that the wildfire hasn’t reached 
the transmission line the fire impact is not studied when it is underneath the line, Qc,f will be 
considered zero in the rest of analysis (For figuring out how this parameter will be considered when 
the fire gets below the conductor and the corresponded formulas, please refer to [52]). 
  crfcfrsfc QQQQQIR  ,,2,  (3.16) 
Where: 
rfr
DQ  .,  (3.17) 
It is assumed here that the wildfire is located at an initial distance ro from the transmission line 
and is moving towards the line with rate of spread in accordance with (3.15). Wind direction can 
be decomposed into two vectors, one parallel with the conductor and another perpendicular to it. 





be mentioned that in the deterministic analysis the wind direction effect is not taken into account, 
therefore, a modified version of equation (3.18) without the cos(.) term will be used.  
 Wff KtVrr cos..0   (3.18) 
Similar to [52], to calculate the reduction in the conductor ampacity (rating) due to wildfire heat, 
the ratio between the maximum allowable conductor current under normal operation and with 












  (3.19) 
3.2 Optimal Operation of the Wildfire-Affected Power Grid Using Deterministic 
Progression Model 
3.2.1 Deterministic Wildfire Progression Model Algorithm 
Figure 3.2 shows the flowchart for the deterministic wildfire progression model, based on 
model described in Section 3.1. This algorithm finds the corrected ampacity of a transmission 
conductor when the wind speed magnitude and direction is considered as a constant value. 
Thereafter, the effect of this reduced ampacity on the overall operation of the system has to be 
studied. For this purpose, an OPF will be developed to evaluate this impact on the generation 
dispatch of the existing power resources in the network. In the next section, simulation results for 
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3.2.2 Deterministic Wildfire Model Simulation 
Similar to [52], this study assumes that the wildfire is approaching an aluminum conductor steel 
reinforced (ACSR) type overhead line [104] rated at 135kV, 16MVA. All the simulation input data 
including weather, fuel, wildfire and conductor data have been reported in Table 3.1. Without loss 
of generality, it is assumed here that the wildfire is initially at a 40m distance from the conductor 
(𝑟𝑜 =  40 𝑚) and is approaching it at the speed VW.  
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Figure 3.3 indicate the conductor’s ampacity variation when the fire is approaching the line. As 
can be seen, this results in reduction of conductor capacity as it discussed before. Note that the 
rated ampacity of the conductor in this case is 68A. This shows that the available capacity of the 
line decreases by almost 5A as the distance between the fire front and the conductor reduces by 






Figure 3.3 Conductor’s ampacity variation as fire approaches the line 
 
3.2.3 Impact of Weather Condition 
Effect of wind velocity and ambient temperature variation on the conductor’s ampacity has 
been shown in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 In particular, the result in Figure 3.4 indicates that when 
the fire is far from the line, as the wind speed increases, the ampacity of the conductor will also 
increase. This is due to the fact that the impact of convective heat loss is very significant and 
dominates the fact that fire will be approaching the line faster. However, at higher wind speeds, 
the fire approaches the line faster, and eventually, at closer distances to the line, the ampacity 
reduces as well. Also, it can be seen in Figure 3.5 that at high ambient temperatures, the ampacity 








Figure 3.4 Conductor’s ampacity variation as fire approaches the line for different 
wind speeds 
 
Figure 3.5 Conductor’s ampacity variation as fire approaches the line for different 
ambient temperatures 
3.2.4 Impact of Wildfire Progression on the Generation Dispatch of a System 
Similar to [52], the proposed deterministic wildfire progression estimation model has been 





assumed that a wildfire from the eastern side is approaching transmission line 23-15. The initial 
distance between the line and the fire is assumed to be 𝑟0 = 30 𝑚. 
Wildfire progression not only affects the nearby conductor, but may also change the generation 
dispatch of the whole network. In order to study this effect an OPF should be performed. The 
objective function of this OPF would be minimization of the overall generation costs while the 
constraints are power balance, transmission line capacities and voltage limits. MATPOWER® 
5.0 [106] has been used to solve the aforementioned OPF. 
Figure 3.7 shows the variation in total generation cost as wildfire approach the line 23-15. It 
can be seen that the generation cost rapidly increases when fire approaches the line. Since the 
transmission line 23-15 has adequate capacity in the beginning, the dispatch does not change. 
However, the line capacity will start decreasing after 55 minutes and causes the other generators 
change their power outputs. This matter also makes the generation units deviate from their optimal 
solutions and emerge increased costs. 
Figure 3.8 shows the active power generation output of each generator as the wildfire moves 
towards the transmission line 23-15. This graph shows that generator 5 and 6 take the most 
influence. Generator 5 active power decreases sharply and on the other side output power of 
generator 6 and other generators try to compensate this shortage. The non-monotonic behavior of 
each generator is because of nonlinearities in the OPF problem. 
Table 3.2 reports the power flow in each existing line in the network with 10-min simulation 
time steps after the wildfire starts approaching the line. It can be seen that the tie lines which 
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Figure 3.7 Variations in the total generation cost of the system as the fire 







Figure 3.8 Variations in the output power of different generators in the system 
 
 
Table 3.2 Power flow in the network transmission lines with 10-min simulation time steps 
 
10-Min Active Power Flows 
From To 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
1 2 21.04 21.04 21.04 21.04 21.05 21.11 21.16 20.56 18.74 
1 3 20.5 20.5 20.5 20.5 20.54 20.72 20.89 19.87 16.65 
2 4 18.63 18.63 18.63 18.63 18.67 18.81 18.92 17.8 14.31 
3 4 17.88 17.88 17.88 17.88 17.92 18.1 18.25 17.26 14.11 
2 5 14.36 14.36 14.36 14.36 14.37 14.43 14.48 14.01 12.56 
2 6 21.66 21.66 21.66 21.66 21.68 21.81 21.93 20.89 17.67 
4 6 17.58 17.58 17.58 17.58 17.53 17.45 17.5 17.56 17.91 
5 7 14.25 14.25 14.25 14.25 14.26 14.32 14.37 13.91 12.48 
6 7 8.7 8.7 8.7 8.7 8.69 8.64 8.59 9.05 10.46 





Table 3.2 Continued 
 
10-Min Active Power Flows 
From To 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
6 9 7.27 7.27 7.27 7.27 7.28 7.38 7.62 7.11 5.19 
6 10 4.15 4.15 4.15 4.15 4.16 4.22 4.35 4.06 2.97 
9 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 10 7.27 7.27 7.27 7.27 7.28 7.38 7.62 7.11 5.19 
4 12 11.06 11.07 11.06 11.07 11.18 11.58 11.78 9.63 2.74 
12 13 -16.2 -16.2 -16.2 -16.2 -16.33 -16.92 -18.27 -23.78 -38.97 
12 14 4.68 4.68 4.68 4.68 4.74 4.95 5.24 5.74 6.99 
12 15 6.07 6.07 6.07 6.07 6.23 6.86 7.93 9.97 14.77 
12 16 5.31 5.31 5.31 5.31 5.35 5.49 5.69 6.5 8.75 
14 15 -1.55 -1.55 -1.55 -1.55 -1.49 -1.29 -1 -0.5 0.73 
16 17 1.76 1.76 1.76 1.76 1.8 1.93 2.13 2.93 5.16 
15 18 7.2 7.21 7.2 7.21 7.21 7.21 7.14 7.3 7.91 
18 19 3.93 3.93 3.93 3.93 3.94 3.94 3.87 4.03 4.63 
19 20 -5.58 -5.58 -5.58 -5.58 -5.57 -5.58 -5.64 -5.49 -4.88 
10 20 7.85 7.85 7.85 7.85 7.84 7.84 7.91 7.75 7.14 
10 17 7.27 7.26 7.27 7.26 7.23 7.1 6.9 6.1 3.88 
10 21 -4.43 -4.43 -4.43 -4.43 -4.39 -4.21 -3.9 -3.79 -3.9 
10 22 -5.06 -5.06 -5.06 -5.06 -5.04 -4.93 -4.75 -4.69 -4.75 







Table 3.2 Continued 
 
10-Min Active Power Flows 
From To 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
15 23 -10.92 -10.92 -10.92 -10.92 -10.72 -9.89 -8.48 -6.11 -0.77 
22 24 -4.46 -4.46 -4.46 -4.46 -4.39 -4.08 -3.5 -2.78 -1.2 
23 24 2.03 2.03 2.03 2.03 1.94 1.56 0.81 -0.05 -1.6 
24 25 -11.18 -11.18 -11.18 -11.18 -11.19 -11.26 -11.43 -11.56 -11.54 
25 26 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54 
25 27 -14.96 -14.96 -14.96 -14.96 -14.97 -15.04 -15.21 -15.34 -15.32 
28 27 -11.45 -11.45 -11.45 -11.45 -11.49 -11.56 -11.71 -12.31 -13.5 
27 29 6.16 6.16 6.16 6.16 6.16 6.16 6.16 6.16 6.16 
27 30 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 
29 30 3.68 3.68 3.68 3.68 3.68 3.68 3.68 3.68 3.68 
8 28 -6.29 -6.29 -6.29 -6.29 -6.29 -6.31 -6.34 -6.46 -6.71 
6 28 -5.05 -5.05 -5.05 -5.05 -5.08 -5.14 -5.25 -5.74 -6.68 
 
Variation in line power flows and increasing the generation cost of the system during a wildfire 
hazard can be accepted in emergency conditions. However, wildfire can cause worse situations like 
load-generation balance loss and it may result in load shedding. This effect can be even worsened 
during heavy loaded network conditions and it may lead to a blackout. Table 3.3 shows the 
normalized generation costs in the network when the demand values of each node in Figure 3.6 
increases from 80% of their rated value to 110%. As can be seen, the generation cost increases as 





specific time which is during 105% loading condition. It means the system enforces to start load 
shedding in order to supply the remaining loads. Therefore, heavy loading condition can 
significantly impact the reliability of the system and continuity of service to the customers. 
Table 3.3 Normalized generation cost under different loading scenarios with 10-min 
simulation time steps 
 
10-Min Generation Cost (normalized based on normal operating condition) 
Load Percentage 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
80% (light load) 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.755 
90%  0.871 0.871 0.871 0.871 0.871 0.871 0.871 0.872 0.881 
100% (normal load) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.001 1.005 1.037 
105% (high load) 1.106 1.109 1.199 LS* LS LS LS LS LS 
110% (high load) LS LS LS LS LS LS LS LS LS 
*LS = System cannot continue operating without load shedding 
3.3 Optimal Operation of the Wildfire-Affected Power Grid Using Probabilistic 
Progression Estimation Model 
3.3.1 Wind Velocity and Direction Modeling 
Due to the uncertain nature of wildfire spread, it is essential to model wind speed and wind 
direction probabilistically. Ignoring the interdependency of these two random variables, wind can 
be modeled as a mixture of two PDFs. In this section, the Rayleigh distribution function [107] is 
used for estimating wind speed. For wind direction, since data are recorded in terms of degrees from 
0 to 360, direction can be considered as a circular variable [109]. Hence, von Mises distribution is 








































  (3.21) 
Where , μ and k are the distribution scale parameter, mean value and concentration parameters, 
respectively, and I0 is the modified Bessel function of order 0. Figure 3.9 illustrates the histogram 
of wind speed variations using Rayleigh distribution by applying Monte Carlo simulation with N = 
900 samples. Also, the histogram of wind direction has been shown in Figure 3.10 based on Monte 
Carlo sampling with N = 900 [111]. 
 
Figure 3.9 Wind speed histogram 
 
 





3.3.2 Probabilistic OPF Model 
Monte Carlo sampling method has been used to generate random wind scenarios (based on 
random samples from the wind speed and wind direction PDFs). For each sample, the fire distance 
to the overhead line is calculated as in (3.18) over several time periods. Each distance value is then 
used to calculate the radiative heat flux generated by the fire using (3.10), which then provides the 
radiative heat transfer rate of the wildfire based on (3.17). Equations (3.2) and (3.16) are then solved 
to find the maximum allowable current flow for normal operation and for operation under wildfire. 
Finally, these values provide the updated DTR (from (3.19)). The OPF problem is then solved using 
the updated DTR. Each random scenario results in a single solution for the OPF problem. After 
performing the Monte Carlo simulation, the OPF solution (i.e. generation dispatch and reserve 
allocation for different units) is also determined probabilistically. 
The amount of reserve provided by each generator will be limited by a pre-defined upper bound 
rg,maxi as well as the physical ramp rate Δgi [106]: 
 drrti gigigti .,min0:, max,,   (3.22) 
Where d is the time window over which the entire reserve should be available (usually in the 
range of a few minutes). Naturally, the amount of reserve allocated to each unit plus the actual 








ti PrPti   (3.23) 
Wildfire causes certain generators to reduce the power generation levels, despite the fact that 
generation capacity is available and the unit may be economical. This is due to the fact that DTR 





although the generator has surplus capacity, it may not have means to provide this capacity in the 
form of generation or reserves to other parts of the system. To model this phenomenon, it is assumed 
that whenever the generation output of a unit decreases more than a specific threshold due to 
wildfire progression, the related reserve will be capped at 10 percent of the current generation of 
that unit. This is to ensure that the OPF solution does not allocate extra reserves to generation units 










ti PPifPr   (3.24) 
At each point in time, the sum of spinning reserves allocated to various generation units must 
meet the required total reserves in the system: 
  tgti srt Re: ,  (3.25) 
Finally, the cost of spinning reserve is considered to be a linear function which is determined 
based on the marginal cost of reserve for each generator. The operational costs of the generators are 
assumed to follow a second order polynomial based on the amount of generation. The problem is 
therefore formulated as: 


















,, .min   (3.26) 
Subject to: 
 AC load flow equations, 
 Node voltage constraints, 
 Modified capacity constraints for overhead lines (according to (3.19)), 





 Reserve constraints (3.22)-(3.26). 
3.3.3 Probabilistic Wildfire Model Simulation 
In this section, the proposed probabilistic wildfire progression estimation model has been studied 
on the IEEE 30-bus test power system as showed in Figure 3.6 in order to evaluate the effect of a 
wildfire on generation outputs and reserve amounts of each generating unit. The ambient air 
temperature is assumed to be fixed at 40°C for all time steps and the density of air has been 
considered 1.225 kg/m3. All other simulation parameters have been chosen based on the input 
values reported in the previous section. Reserve requirement has been assumed to be 15% of the 
total demand. It is assumed here that a wildfire is approaching line 23-15 and the initial distance ro 
between the fire and the line is 30m. Figure 3.11 depicts the histogram of conductor ampacity while 
the wildfire is progressing towards the line in three 15min intervals. This reduction in conductor 
ampacity can alter the power flow of all other lines in the network and hence it can change all the 
generation and reserve dispatch decisions. MATPOWER® 5.0 has been used to perform the OPF. 
 
 






Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13 show the histograms of generation output of units 5 and 6, 
respectively. As the wildfire approaches line 23-15, the capacity of this line starts to decrease; 
therefore, it causes a reduction in the output of unit 5. Unit 6 tries to compensate for the shortage of 
power, as it is the only other unit in area 2 and farther away from the affected line compared to unit 
5. Table 1 indicates the expected values of the generated power of other units over the three 15min 
time intervals. 
 
Figure 3.12 Histogram of Gen 5 generation for three 15min time intervals 
 
 
Figure 3.13 Histogram of Gen 6 generation for three 15min time intervals 
 
As the output of unit 5 decreases, according to constraint (3.24), it is expected that the unit will 
have less participation in meeting the demand and the reserves due to the transmission line being 





shows how these values decrease over time. At the same time, since unit 6 has to increase its 
generation level in order to compensate for the shortage of power by unit 5, it gets closer to its 
maximum power capacity; hence, its reserve allocation also reduces. Simulations indicate that in 
this case unit 3 which is the next closest unit to unit 5 tries to compensate for the major part of 
reserve shortage in the system (see Figure 3.15). Also, Table 3.4 indicates that the units in area 3 
act as a valuable resource during the course of the wildfire. This is due to the stronger connection 
between areas 2 and 3 (through 3 transmission lines) compared to that of areas of 1 and 2 (only one 
connected line). 
 
Figure 3.14 Kernel estimation of reserve allocation for Gen. 5 for 3 time intervals 
 





Table 3.4 Expected value of generation outputs and reserve allocations                                   
over the three time intervals 
 
Unit No. 
Expected Value of Generation Expected Value of Reserves 
T1 T2 T3 T1 T2 T3 
1 41.89 39.92 36.93 6.03 5.35 3.45 
2 55.78 53.22 49.25 5.06 5.05 3.77 
3 22.83 23.85 25.85 5.04 8.18 11.99 
4 40.28 41.17 42.16 3.84 5.44 7.02 
5 13.49 9.25 4.69 4.11 0.65 0.33 














4. CHAPTER 4: 
 
OPTIMAL ENERGY MANAGEMENT OF A DISTRIBUTION NETWORK DURING THE COURSE 
OF A HEAT WAVE  
Reproduced with permission from The Electric Power Systems Research, Copyright 2015  
Elsevier Ltd [112].  
Moein Choobineh, Paulo Cesar Tabares-Velasco, Salman Mohagheghi 
The objective of this Chapter is to develop a methodology that dispatch DG units, BESSs and 
DR loads in the distribution network during the course of a heat wave event. DR loads provide a 
platform for voluntary demand reduction and can help the utility maintain the balance between 
generation and demand while avoiding the involuntary load shedding. The outcome of the 
proposed methodology would be a series of dispatch set-points that consists of the level at which 
the generation and energy storage systems need to inject power and the level to which demand 
responsive loads need to be curtailed. All this will be determined given the demand forecast of the 
system as well as the available power generation and transfer capacity across the grid. Since high 
temperature rises affect the DER units and overhead lines in the system, a temperature-dependent 
operational framework is proposed here. 
4.1 Mathematical Modeling of Temperature Rise Effect on Different Power Systems 
Components 
 
A key to ensure that the grid continues operating safely and securely is to incorporate the effect 
of temperature into its operation schedule. This section studies the dependence of operational 
constraints of various components on ambient temperature. It is assumed that the power grid has 
been equipped with renewable and non-renewable distributed generation, battery energy storage, 





4.1.1 Dispatchable DG Unit 
The mathematical model of the operational cost of a DG unit can be expressed as a function of 
the fuel price as well as its thermal value according to equation (2.1). Output power of the generator 
in this equation will be limited by its maximum allowable power PiDG,max. As mentioned before, 
PiDG,max varies with temperature; therefore, the corrected maximum power based on the ambient 
temperature should be used instead. To do this, the data available in [67] have been used and a 
linear curve has been fit to it, as indicated in (4.1). It should be noted that this particular DG unit 
has been chosen for demonstration purposes, and different units may demonstrate slightly different 





Ti TP  (4.1) 
4.1.2 Non-Dispatchable DG Unit 
Two types of non-dispatchable DG units have been considered in this chapter: wind power and 
solar power. The output power of wind energy base on equation (2.3) does change considerably 
with temperature, however; according to equation (2.4), the PV panel output change with 
temperature due to its open circuit voltage dependency to temperature.  
4.1.3 Battery Energy Storage System  
The battery capacity under various ambient temperatures can be expressed based on its nominal 
capacity (i.e., 100% capacity available at 25C). The ratio of the available capacity of the battery 
in (4.2) has been derived here by curve fitting using the data provided in [73] for a vented lead-





is chosen for proof-of-concept only, and the choice of battery does not alter the nature of the 
proposed methodology. 
  75.60.97.1.016.0 2max,,  atatbTk TTP  (4.2)                                 
When it comes to modeling the operational cost of a BESS, several approaches have been 
proposed in the literature. Because the lifetime of a battery depends on the total ampere hour (Ah) 
it provides, its cost function is modeled here based on its working A.h [13], [113]. This way, we 
assume a cost associated with the battery if it is being discharged. This cost is normalized based 
on the total energy that the battery can deliver over its entire lifetime. However, this total energy 





































CLF ,  
(4.4) 
KT is the temperature correction factor for battery lifetime which has been described in IEEE 
450 [73]. The extrapolated function indicates that this factor follows an exponential behavior that 











Figure 4.1 Temperature correction factor for battery lifetime 
 
4.1.4 Conductor Ampacity 
For safe operation, the surface temperature of an overhead conductor must always be below a 
specific manufacturer-recommended threshold. Exceeding this threshold could lead to thermal 
stresses on the conductor, and potential loss of tensile strength and annealing. Since the current 
flow through a conductor increases its surface temperature (due to Joule’s effect), the available 
capacity of the conductor is determined by the conductor’s maximum allowable surface 
temperature [52] as described in section 3.1. Based on the analysis in this section, the following 
extrapolated function can be approximated for an aluminum conductor steel reinforced (ACSR) 
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4.1.5 Demand Responsive (DR) Load 
As mentioned in section 2.2.2, when the balance between available generation and total 
demand is jeopardized, demand responsive loads may be requested by the utility to curtail their 
consumption level by a certain amount. In return, the customers who comply with this request will 
receive financial incentives. It is noteworthy that these type of loads will adjust their consumption 
and their participation in the DR program themselves based on their power needs during high 
temperature rises, so the effect of temperature will not be directly incorporated in their model and 
the amount of load reduction will impress this effect. This resource can therefore be modeled as a 
virtual generation resource with a quadratic cost function as shown in (2.5). 
4.2 Proposed Framework for Optimal Operation of the Power Grid during the Heat 
Wave Period 
4.2.1 Energy Management Problem Formulation 
The objective here is to minimize the total operational cost of the network, while ensuring the 
balance between demand and available generation is maintained. The problem is formulated 
subject to operational constraints of the system components while taking into account their 
dependence on ambient temperature. It is assumed that operational costs incur due to usage of any 
DG, DR or BESS, with the exception of non-dispatchable units that operate at maximum power 
point tracking (MPPT) mode. Renewable units are therefore not incorporated into the cost 
function; however, they are considered in the generation-load balance equation [112]. 









































                                                      (4.7)           
The first term in (4.7) indicates the cost of power purchased from the electric utility. The second 
and third terms denote the operational costs of dispatching the DG units and the BESS, while the 
fourth term indicates the costs associated with utilizing demand responsive loads. The objective 
function in (4.7) will be solved subject to the following constraints: 
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Constraint (4.8) indicates the requirement that generation and demand have to be balanced at 
all times. Bm is the mth row of the network susceptance matrix and Δδm,t  is the mth column of the 





Constraints (4.9) to (4.12) represent active power balance equations at each node, i.e. the total 
power injected into each node equals the total power consumed at that node. Substation node is 
not included here because it is assumed that no load is directly connected to the distribution 
substation. Demand response has been modeled as virtual generation on the right hand side of 
(4.11). Equation (4.13) shows the upper limit for the power imported through the substation 
transformer. Equations (4.14) and (4.15) represent the lower and upper limits for capacity available 
through DG and DR, respectively. It can be seen that the maximum power available from DG may 
be corrected due to temperature variations. Equations (4.16)-(4.18) demonstrate the operational 
constraints of the battery. Equation (4.18) indicates that during each time step, a BESS can be 
either in charging mode or discharging mode, but not both. Finally, equation (4.19) indicates that 
the power flowing through each line should be limited by its thermal rating. 
It should be pointed out that this model considers a DC power flow model where active power 
is taken into account and reactive power equations are ignored. This is often acceptable due to the 
long-term nature of the analysis (i.e. daily to weekly). However, for a more detailed analysis, 
reactive power equations can also be incorporated into the model (AC power flow). First and 
foremost, this introduces node balance equations and lower/upper limit constraints defined for 
reactive power. In addition, equation (4.8) must be expanded to also include the relationship 
between reactive power and node voltage magnitudes. Decoupling between active and reactive 
power can be assumed in order to maintain the linearity of the equations. However, the main 
change to the model as a result of AC power flow approach would be the introduction of line flow 





4.2.2 Modeling Demand 
Building air conditioning (A/C) system energy use increases, as the temperature rises. However, 
the amount of power consumption will be different for different type of buildings. For this purpose, 
a demand modeling simulation should be performed to derive the consumption profile for each 
category of buildings. For the rest of this chapter, the simulation result performed in [112] has 
been used for demand modeling part. 
4.2.3 Simulation Results 
In order to evaluate the proposed temperature-dependent dispatch model, two case studies are 
conducted which solve the problem of active power dispatch (minimize (4.7) subject to (4.8)-
(4.19) with and without the effect of ambient temperature. To determine the dispatch without the 
effect of temperature, ambient temperature has been set at 25C. This value provides the nominal 
ratings for all components. The problem has been solved using LINDOGLOBAL solver in 
GAMS® software [114]. 
The case study presented here is related to the period of excessive temperatures in July 19-27, 
2006 in the city of Sacramento, CA. Whenever possible, actual data corresponding to this time 
period have been used. In the absence of actual data on the distribution network of the city of 
Sacramento, the IEEE 33-bus test distribution system [115] has been used for proof-of-concept 
purposes. The locations of the nodes are heuristically determined based on their respective average 
demand and the population density map of the city. Then, housing types (buildings, townhouses, 
and single family residences) are heuristically assigned based on proximity to the downtown area 
or the suburbs, as well as the population density. Finally, data on the median household income is 





approach has been used for proof-of-concept and demonstration purposes only and does not affect 
the generality of the proposed solution. Section A.3.2 in Appendix A provides the details regarding 
the building percentage at each node. 
 
Figure 4.2 Schematic diagram of the system under study. Background image is extracted 
from Google maps (figure redrawn from [112]) 
 
In our simulations, the actual solar irradiance and wind speed data have been used for the time 
period and geographical location under study [116], [117]. The following parameters have been 
used for each PV panel: PPV,STC=200W, ΦSTC=1000 W/m2, kPV=0.004 (ºC-1), and TR=25ºC. Wind 
turbine parameters have also been chosen according to [118] which are as follows: ηW=40%, 
Cp=0.593, ρa=1.225 kg/m3, A=353 m2, and cut-in and cut-out wind speed: 2.7 m/s and 25 m/s. 
Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 illustrate the total PV and wind power projections with and without 
temperature consideration over a 3-day time period between July 22-24, 2006. 





network are provided in Table 4.1, Table 4.2 and Table 4.3. It should be noted that all numeric 
values for DER unit costs are used here for demonstration purposes and do not alter the nature of 
the problem. Adopting higher or lower values would change the output of the problem, but not the 
methodology. 
 
Figure 4.3 Total PV power generation with and without temperature effect consideration 
 
 





Table 4.1 Locations and Characteristicsof DG Units 
 















Dispatchable 18 0 500 13.88 0.7 0.6 
22 0 600 10.53 0.8 0.55 
25 0 600 13.88 0.7 0.6 
33 0 500 13.88 0.7 0.6 
Non-
Dispatchable 
Solar 3,10,30 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Wind 16,21 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
 
 
Table 4.2 Locations and Characteristics of Batteries 
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Table 4.3 Locations and Characteristics of DR Loads 
 
Bus Number PjDR,min PjDR,max (kW) βj 
 
γj 







The three hottest days (i.e. 22-24 July 2006) during the heat wave event have been considered 
for the study (a total of 72 hours). Taking shorter or longer time periods would not change the 
proposed operational framework. All the simulation results are shown for two scenarios: with and 
without temperature effect consideration. For ease of discussion, these scenarios are referred to 
here as exact and approximate solutions, respectively. Regardless of the scenario chosen, loads are 
assumed to vary based on temperature (as derived in section 4.2.2). 
Figure 4.5 shows the amount of power purchased from the grid for the two scenarios. It can be 
seen that when the temperature effect is not considered, the power imported from the grid is kept 
at its maximum level for most of the time; however, considering temperature effect changes the 
dispatch decision especially during the hours of 11-18, 35-42 and 59-65 when the temperature 
exceeds 40ºC. This is mainly caused by the effect of temperature on the main overhead line which 
is supplied from the substation. This fact further emphasizes that even when generation capacity 
is available, it may be of limited use if sufficient capacity to transmit it to loads is not available. 
Also, as can be seen, during hour 24 the power purchased from the grid has reduced for both cases. 
The reason is that although the grid price for hour 22 to 24 is the same but the demand during hour 
24 is less than the others; therefore there is less need to purchase power from the grid. However, 
when temperature is considered during this hour, because maximum capacity of DGs is reduced 
by almost 20.58 kW, participation of grid in the dispatch problem is increase exactly by this 
amount (20.58 kW).It is noteworthy that in spite of low demand for hour 1-6, this situation doesn’t 






Figure 4.5 Amount of power purchased from the grid with and without 
temperature effect consideration 
 
 Figure 4.6 illustrates the total DG power injected into the grid with and without temperature 
effect consideration. As expected, total DG power reduces whenever temperature is higher than 
40ºC. This can be attributed in part to the reduction in DG maximum capacity. However, there are 
some time periods in the exact solution that the DG power injection increases to levels above those 
associated with approximate solution. Essentially, this happens because during these hours, BESS 
units start charging in order to be able to assist with grid operation during hot hours.  
Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 depict BESS dispatch results for both charging and discharging 
modes, as well as their SOCs. As can be seen the SOCs for all batteries remain within bounds 
during the analysis timeframe. It should also be noted that when the temperature effect is not 
considered, BESSs would not dispatched in the operation program. This can be because the 
problem assumes sufficient generation and transmission capacity is available, and also because 










Figure 4.7 Total BESS charging and discharging power  






Figure 4.8 BESS SOC with temperature effect consideration 
 
Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 show total power curtailed through DR loads as well as the number 
of DR loads activated during the given time period. Similar to the previous results, DR loads would 
be dispatched during hot hours, with the highest participation being around hour 38 when the 
temperature is at its maximum (i.e. 50.1ºC). Similar to the case of BESS units, no DR has been 
dispatched when temperature effect is not considered. 
 






Figure 4.10 Total number of DR participants  
with temperature effect consideration 
 
Finally, Figure 4.11 illustrates the flow of power through four lines which are fed from the four 
DG units. For lines 18-17 and 33-32, the temperature effect leads to reduction in the power flow 
through them. This is because the DGs connected to these two lines always inject power (in both 
scenarios) and there is no large demand connected to these buses to consume the power locally. 
However, the situation is different for lines 25-24 and 22-21. For the latter, there are some time 
periods when the line flow considering the temperature effect is even higher than the case with no 
temperature consideration. As can be seen, these time periods always coincide with the times that 
power flow for line 33-32 decreases. Moreover, solar power also reduces during these time periods 
(because of temperature rise). Therefore, DG unit of bus 22 tries to compensate for this power 
reduction. The same argument can be stated about line 25-24 which tries to compensate for the 
power drop in DG unit at bus 18, as well as some portion of the solar power reduction. The negative 
power flow of these lines is associated with the times when DG unit connected to bus 22 does not 






The cost comparison for the two scenarios has been shown in Table 4.4. It can be seen that 
considering the effect of temperature increases the operational cost by 2.6%. This increase amount 
is mostly due to battery and DR participation. It is noteworthy that this difference in cost is paid 
to guarantee the load-generation balance at all times. Otherwise, if temperature effects are ignored, 
lack of balance between load and generation may take place, leading to emergency actions such as 
load shedding. 
 
Figure 4.11 Power flows through four lines connected to DG units, with and 
without temperature effect consideration. Dashed and solid lines indicate with and 








Table 4.4 Cost comparison between the two scenarios 
 
Cost ($) Without temperature effect 
consideration 
With temperature effect 
consideration 
Grid power cost 16842 16635 
DG cost  11220 11525 
DR cost 0 537 
BESS cost 0 109 





















5. CHAPTER 5:  
 
OPTIMAL OPERATION OF AN INDUSTRIAL MICROGRID DURING THE HIGH 
TEMPERATUR RISE CONDITION 
 
Reproduced with permission from The IEEE Transactions on Industry Applications, Copyright 
2015 IEEE (section 3.3) [121], and The Journal of Cleaner Production, Copyright 2016 Elsevier 
Ltd. (section 5.2) [132]. 
Moein Choobineh, Salman Mohagheghi 
Although industrial loads include small percentage of the total costumers, they consume huge 
amount of the total power generated [119],[120]. Therefore, these loads can act as beneficial 
resources in the form of demand responsive loads, in particular during natural disasters where load 
flexibility is expected. Utility tries to motivate these industrial plants (which can be addressed as 
industrial MGs) to participate in DR program through government incentives and community 
initiatives. In this situation, the plant owner tries to maximize its operational efficiency by every 
available tool that he/she can utilize. To reduce the cost of energy purchased from the electric 
utility, the plant operator may use the available onsite generation or reschedule the operation of 
different workstations so that the plant is less heavily operational during peak load hours where 
the price of electricity is high. All this must be done while taking into account the 
interdependencies between various workstations as well as the target production level and possible 
penalties in case it is not met. These factors turn the problem into a constrained optimization one 
where the operational constraints of the workstations, the capacity limits of available energy 
resources, and the financial information are all incorporated. At the same time, the plant operator 
is interested to increase the sustainability in its operation due to the incentives that are offered by 





from solely cost reduction to one that considers asset management, emission control, and 
utilization of alternative energy resources. Mathematically speaking, the problem is changing from 
a single objective optimization to one with multiple objective functions that may at times be 
contradictory. However, excess temperature can alter the optimal operation of the plant 
considerably due to effect that has on the plant electrical assets. The plant owner always want to 
make sure that it is consuming power optimally as well as maximizing his/her assets lifetime. The 
focus of this chapter is to develop the optimal operational framework of a manufacturing plant 
considering all the aforementioned concern. First, in section 5.1 the single objective operation of 
the indusrial microgrid under normal operation will be studied and then, in section 5.2, the multi-
objective optimization considering the excess temperature effect will be discussed.  
5.1 Optimal Energy Management in an Industrial Plant during Normal Operation 
Energy efficiency is an integral part of the operation of an industrial plant. Ideally, the plant 
operator would like to maximize the production level (and hence the revenues gained) while 
minimizing the energy consumption, the interruption in production, the material waste, and the 
inventory buildup, to name a few. These may at times behave as contradictory objective functions 
in a sense that optimizing one objective could result in sub-optimal solutions for one or more 
others. As such, optimal operation of the plant requires solving a comprehensive multi-objective 
optimization model that takes various elements into account. 
DER units can be useful resources for increasing the reliability of the system as well as 
reducing the operational costs. The plant operator can utilize these resources to compensate the 
power deficit that it might have in the plant (especially during the time that the electricity price is 





utility particularly during the peak hours that power shortage might be the concern. In addition to 
on-site DER, plant operators can take advantage of DSM techniques such as demand scheduling, 
demand responsive programs and demand shifting to maximize the operation objectives that 
considers for increasing the efficiency of the plant. For a full survey about these techniques Refer 
to [121]. 
The objective of this section is to devise a solution for optimal energy management in an 
industrial plant. To achieve this, the solution will take advantage of any available on-site 
generation, as well as scheduling of different workstations. The ultimate objective is to maximize 
the financial profits by the plant while the target production is met as closely as possible and the 
operational constraints are all maintained. A case study is presented using a simplified layout for 
a vehicle cockpit assembly plant in order to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed 
methodology. 
5.1.1 Proposed Methodology 
Figure 5.1 illustrates the schematic diagram of the proposed solution for energy management. 
The energy management module needs access to the plant configuration and the layout of the 
workstations. This information is needed in order to model the interdependencies between the 
workstations. Financial data are also necessary, and could be provided by the plant operator as 
well as the electric utility. These may include the cost of purchasing electricity from the utility, 
revenue from potential injection of power into the utility’s network, revenue from participation in 
demand response, and the O&M cost of using the on-site generation and storage. Other relevant 
information could be the profit gained from selling each unit of final product (unit, weight or 





for the module to receive updated data from the field. These could be the generation status of the 
plant energy resources, the charge/discharge status of the energy storage, the inventory buildup 
status at the output of each individual workstation, and suchlike. This information can be obtained 
from the remote terminal units (RTUs) that are installed across the plant working as a 
















Figure 5.1 Schematic diagram of the proposed solution (figure redrawn 
form [121]) 
 
Upon receiving all necessary information, the energy management module determines the most 
cost-effective operation schedule by solving an optimization problem. This output will be provided 
to the plant operator who then decides whether or not to implement it. 
In the next section, without loss of generality, it has been assumed that the plant has a PV panel 
as the generation resource and a battery system as energy storage. Naturally, other types of DER 





5.1.2 Problem Formulation 



































































































where the first row represents the profit made due to plant’s production and the possible penalty 
due to failure in meeting the target production level, the second row represents the revenue from 
selling battery power and solar power to the electric utility, the third row represents the revenue 
due to participating in the DR program and is non-zero only if the plant reduces its consumption 
compared to the normal operation, the fourth row is the cost of purchasing power from the utility, 
and the last row indicates the operational cost of discharging the battery power either to provide 
power to the utility or to the plant.  
The problem mentioned in (5.1) is a constrained optimization problem that is solved subject to 
the following constraints: 
 Power balance for the workstations: This constraint ensures that the power provided to the plant 



















:  (5.2) 
 Power balance for the power available from PV: The power available from this resource may 













,,,:  (5.3) 
 Upper limit for the power available from the utility: The power that can be purchased from the 
electric utility may be constrained by the physical limitations of the feeder supplying the plant 
(e.g. rating of the distribution line, rating of the transformer, etc.) or due to the existing contract 
with the utility. 
max,,,: ubut
pu
t PPPt   (5.4) 
 Battery Operational Constraints: Constraints (5.5) and (5.6) indicate that the battery can be 
charged by the power available through utility or the PV resource, and its discharge power can 
be used to supply the workstations or to sell power to the utility. In addition, the discharge 
power of the battery is limited by its capacity (see (5.7)). The battery can be either charging or 
discharging at any point in time, but not both (see (5.8)). Constraint (5.9) provides an equality 
constraint for the state of charge of the battery, and (5.10) expresses the desired range for the 
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max,,,: bubt
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t PPPt   (5.7) 
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  (5.9) 
max,min,: bbt
b
SOCSOCSOCt   (5.10) 
 Reverse Power Flow: It has been assumed here that the plant can either purchase power from 





conditions do not occur simultaneously, equation (5.11) has been added as an additional 
constraint. It should be noted that all power terms in (5.11) are non-negative. 
   0.: ,,,,  putbutustubt PPPPt  (5.11) 
 Workstation Interdependencies: In a series configuration, if workstation c depends on 
workstation c’s product (i.e. if vcd = 1), then at any point in time, its production level would be 
limited by how much product workstation d has produced until that time, and how much of it 
has been consumed by workstation c during the previous time steps. This constraint allows for 




















































 Post-Process Inventory Constraints: These indicate the accumulation of post-process inventory 
based on the interrelationships between workstations. In addition, individual workstations will 
have upper and lower limits for the acceptable amount of post-process inventory. A non-zero 
value for Imin moves the process further away from a just-in-time (JIT) manufacturing strategy. 
It should be noted that depending on the units defined for the output of each product, one can 






















:,   (5.13) 
  max,min:, ctcc IIItc   (5.14) 
 Unfulfilled Orders: Ideally, the plant manager would like to meet the target production level. 
However, to allow the plant to take advantage of selling power to the utility, demand response 



















  (5.15) 
0  (5.16) 
 Non-Negativity and Integrality Constraints 












t PPPPPPPt  (5.17) 
   4,3,2,1,0:, ,  tcutc  (5.18) 
  0:, ,  tcItc  (5.19) 
 1,0,: ,,  dbtcbt uut  (5.20) 
5.1.3 Input Data 
Workstation data and battery data are provided in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. The forecasted solar 
power available at the plant is assumed to be following the diagram in Figure 5.2. It was assumed 
that solar data is known in advance and can be forecasted with accuracy. During days that are 
heavily windy and cloudy, the accuracy of solar power forecast reduces. In this case, the energy 
management module may be forced to re-solve the optimization problem as soon as it is 
determined that the available solar power at a future time step is different from what assumed 
earlier. It is also assumed that the maximum power that can be delivered to the plant by the utility 
is 650kW. This can be a limitation enforced by the transformer or the feeder supplying the plant.  
Moreover, it is assumed that the desired number of vehicle cockpits to be manufactured by the 
plant is 30. Each unit will be sold at a price of $30,000. The cost of each unfulfilled order to the 
plant is $2,000. Also, it has been assumed that at the start of the day, all workstations, except for 





Table 5.1 Battery data 
 
SOCb,min SOCb,max SOCb,initial  b,c b,d Pb,max 
0.3 1 0.5 0.05 0.85 0.80 20 
 
 
Table 5.2 Workstation data 
 
Workstation Pc (kW) WPc Icmin (units) Icmax (units) 
1 50 0.16 0 20 
2 60 0.08 0 30 
3 100 0.04 0 30 
4 40 0.125 0 20 
5 150 0.02 0 22 
6 150 0.02 0 20 
7 40 0.125 0 25 
8 25 0.16 0 25 
9 40 0.125 0 25 
10 40 0.1 0 25 
 
Figure 5.3 illustrates the cost and revenue of power exchanges. These values are used for 
demonstration purposes only. Changing the numbers may change the output of the problem, but 
does not affect its structure. It can be seen that the cost of electricity purchased from the utility 
follows a critical peak pricing (CPP) scheme, whereas the revenue obtained from selling power to 
the utility follows a two-peak model. The utility buys power at higher rates during the peak load 





the customers. The cost of power provided by the battery is assumed to be a constant 0.07$/kWh, 
as it relates to the loss of life of battery due to each additional charge and discharge cycle. No cost 
is assumed for the PV panel. 
 
Figure 5.2 Forecasted solar power available at the plant 
 
 
Figure 5.3 Cost of energy resources and revenue from selling power to utility 
5.1.4 Simulation Results 
The proposed methodology is applied to a simplified version of an industrial manufacturing 





workstations is illustrated in Figure 5.4. The plant layout consists of multiple workstations that are 
arranged in series. The problem is solved under two scenarios: (a) the utility does not allow the 
plant to inject power back into the utility’s network, and (b) reverse power flow is allowed. The 
problem is solved for 10 one-hour time steps, assuming a workday starting from 8:00AM to 
6:00PM. It is solved using the LINDO solver in GAMS® software. 
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Figure 5.4 Schematic diagram of the luxury vehicle cockpit assembly line 
 
 Case Study 1: No Reverse Power Flow 
In this case study, the plant is not allowed to sell power back to the utility; therefore, any excess 
power must be used for internal consumption or to charge the battery. To find the optimal schedule, 
equation (5.1) is solved subject to (5.2)-(5.20), where the following constraint is also added to 
ensure reverse power flow does not occur. 
0: ,,  ust
ub
t PPt  (5.21) 
Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 illustrate the results. It can be seen that the energy management 
module uses the solar power to charge the battery, to then use it at hour 7 when the price of 
electricity is higher. The workstations are used throughout the day, although with heavier loading 







Figure 5.5 Power provided by various generation resources under case study 1 
 
Figure 5.6 The operational statuses of the workstations under case study 1 
 
 Case Study 2: With Reverse Power Flow 
Here, the plant is allowed to sell power back to the utility. To find the optimal dispatch, (5.1) 
is solved subject to (5.2)-(5.20). Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 illustrate the results. It can be seen that 
under energy buyback scenario, the energy management module shifts all the loads to the early 





the PV to the utility. This is expected since the power selling revenue is very high during this 
period. This also helps the utility since the load of the plant is taken off its network during peak 
load conditions. 
Table 5.3 lists the total number of units processed by the last workstation, which indicates the 
final product manufactured by the plant. It can be seen that in both case studies, the plant ends up 
manufacturing 15 units; however, with reverse power flow allowed, the energy management 
module pushes most of the production to the early hours. The total revenue gained by the plant 
(for selling the product and, if applicable, selling power to the utility) along with the costs to the 
plant (due to unfulfilled orders and cost of purchasing electricity) are also listed. The difference in 
the revenue in the two cases is in part related to the power sold to the utility. It should be noted 
that the difference between the target production (30) and final production (15) is mostly 
determined based on the cost of producing each additional unit and the penalties due to one 
unfulfilled order. Variations in the cost of electricity, the profit gained from each unit, or the 
penalties for production shortage could change the final production.  
 
 






Figure 5.8 The operational statuses of the workstations under case study 2 
 
 
Table 5.3 Plant production data 
 
Case Study 1  
(No Reverse Power Flow) 
u10,t 1 0 0 2 4 4 0 0 4 0 
Revenue 450,000 Cost 50,550 
Case Study 2  
(With Reverse Power Flow) 
u10,t 1 4 0 4 1 4 0 1 0 0 
Revenue 450,117 Cost 50,532 
 
 Case Study 3: Reverse Power Flow and DR 
In the final case study, it has been assumed that the plant is allowed to participate in a DR 





operation (case study 1 or 2), the plant receives a revenue (see equation (5.1)). For demonstration 
purposes, the revenue from DR, rtDR, is assumed to be 150% of rst and rbt. 
It should be noted here that DR can be implemented and verified in variety of ways [122]. 
Here, it has been assumed that the plant seeks ways to reduce its demand from normal operation 
(no DR) and upon finding the appropriate operation schedule, will reduce its consumption and 
notify the utility. How to verify that the plant has in fact reduced its demand and how to identify 
the normal (no DR) consumption for comparison, are issues that are determined by the bilateral 
contract between the utility and the plant. However, this aspect falls outside the scope of our 
current work and it has simply been assumed that the plant is financially incentivized for any 
demand reduction with respect to the normal (no DR) operation. 
To model the nonlinear term in the third row of (5.1), the following transformation has been 
applied: 

























































 1,0,1 ts  (5.24) 
Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 summarize the results. Comparing Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.7 shows 
that the energy management module takes advantage of both revenue options: selling power back 
to the utility and reducing demand. Hence, workstation schedules are arranged around the time 







Table 5.4 lists the corresponding plant production data. For better comparison, the results when 
no reverse power flow is allowed have also been reported. 
 
 











Table 5.4 Plant production data 
 
Case Study 3  
(Reverse Power Flow, with DR) 
u10,t 0 3 0 0 3 4 4 1 0 0 
Revenue 451,452 Cost 50,607 
Case Study 4  
(No Reverse Power Flow, with DR) 
u10,t 0 4 1 0 0 3 0 3 0 4 
Revenue 451,201 Cost 50,742 
 
5.2 Optimal Energy and Asset Management of an Industrial Microgrid under High 
Temperature Exposure 
 
In addition to find optimal strategy for the operation of an industrial microgrid which was fully 
discussed in the previous section, government incentives and community initiatives are 
encouraging the industrial sector to pursue sustainability in operation and energy consumption. 
This has introduced a paradigm shift where the focus of plant operation is moving from solely cost 
reduction to one that considers asset management, emission control, and utilization of alternative 
energy resources. The environmental concerns, government mandates, and community initiatives 
in the recent years have put more emphasis on reducing emissions from industrial processes and 
moving towards more sustainable operation. This is further underlined by the fact that around 30% 
of the CO2 emissions on the demand side are produced by the industrial sector [123]. Industrial 
processes are also responsible for a considerable amount of Carbon Monoxide (CO), Nitrogen 





Together with Lead and particulate matter, these are considered by the US Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) as the major air pollutants [125]. This is why many researchers have 
focused on proposing methodologies to reduce such emissions. For instance, in [84], a day-ahead 
energy management framework is developed for a Microgrid in order to reduce the CO2 emissions 
and the total operational costs. Also, the authors in [126] and [127] incorporated the emission 
function into a multi-objective operational model in order to improve energy dispatch. Similar 
approaches have been used for an islanded Microgrid [128], [85]. 
Looking into energy dispatch is not the only way to reduce the operational costs. In fact, a 
significant factor that contributes to plant operation is to optimize the utilization of assets. This in 
the long run can minimize financial losses due to repairs and the resultant production shutdown, 
as well as possible asset replacement due to damages. The life of an asset can be negatively affected 
by internal factors such as improper operation and loading, in addition to external factors such as 
harsh operation environments. One of the important parameters in this regard is temperature. Large 
variations in temperature can have significant impacts on all electrical components [112], and can 
be modeled in the form of accelerated aging of the asset. The term “aging” refers to the 
deterioration of system components due to a combination of chronological age, cumulative service 
stress, and abnormal stress. In particular, cumulative service stress depends on how the component 
is being used, i.e. based on the temporal history of loading levels. Excessive loading and/or high 
ambient temperature rises accelerate the mechanism involved in the component’s 
deterioration [129]. Among the electrical assets, a transformer’s effective lifetime can in particular 
be highly influenced by temperature rises. This thermal aging is mostly due to the reduced lifetime 
of paper oil insulation of the transformer. Montsinger’s rule indicates that the rate of aging for 





range of 8–10C instead [131]. This aspect needs to be taken into account when loading the 
transformer. 
5.2.1 Proposed Methodology 
Advanced industrial plants are equipped with multitude of sensors to measure various physical 
and electrical quantities from across the plant. These include voltages and power flows at different 
locations, as well as environmental conditions such as temperature and humidity. The latter is 
particularly gaining importance due to the potential impact of harsh working conditions on the 
lifetime of assets. The schematic diagram for the proposed solution here also is similar to 
Figure 5.1. Therefore, the plant operator receives two types of data: offline data that is the plant 
configuration and online data that are the electrical measurement across the plant, the generation 
level of the DGs and BESSs or any other measurement such as temperature. The latter is obtained 
from the RTUs which are the communication gateways to the industrial automation system. The 
network operator also need to get the electricity market information which are shown in the figure 
as financial data. Upon receiving all the necessary information, the plant operator can decide about 
the operation schedule by solving an optimization problem.  
5.2.2 Objective Functions 
 Maximization of Total Revenue 
This objective function can be expressed in terms of the income gained and the operational costs 












































































Where the first row represents the profit made due to the plant’s production and the possible 
penalties due to failure in meeting the target production level. The second row represents the 
revenue from selling solar power and diesel generator power to the electric utility, as well as the 
revenue due to participating in the DR program. The latter is assumed to be non-zero only if the 
plant reduces its consumption level compared to the normal operation. Finally, the third row 
represents the cost of purchasing power from the utility and the cost of fuel consumption for the 
diesel generator. 
 Minimization of Total Emission 
Equation (5.26) is used to relate the power generated by the DG to the unit’s emission level. 
This equation is according to the analysis in [84] to drive the equivalent CO2 emission diagram for 


































,,:   (5.28) 
 Minimization of Transformer Lifetime Loss 





installed outdoors, they can be affected by excess temperature. Since a transformer’s lifetime is 
highly dependent on its hot spot temperature, appropriate actions should be taken during excessive 
temperature rises in order to minimize its lifetime loss. Hot spot temperature in a transformer is a 
function of three components: the ambient temperature rise, the top oil temperature rise, and the 
hot spot temperature rise over the top oil temperature. As indicated in [133], the last two terms can 
be derived by solving two first-order differential equations that model the transient response of 
these temperature changes. In this section, since the focus is on the longer time horizon rather than 









t TTTTNTt  :  (5.29) 
Where: 






















  (5.31) 
In the above equations KXfmrt can be calculated by dividing the power Ptu flowing through the 
transformer by its rated power. Constants k1 and k2 are empirical values that depend on the 
transformer’s cooling method. According to IEEE standard C57.91 [134], the effect of temperature 













































1  (5.33) 
Then, the actual lifetime expectancy of the plant’s transformer can be estimated using FEQ. For 
instance, if this factor equals 2, it means that the transformer’s lifetime would be reduced in half 
in comparison with the normal expected lifetime in the same timeframe. The objective function is 







3max   (5.34) 
5.2.3 Constraints 
The plant management problem is a constrained optimization problem that is solved subject to 
the following constraints: 
 Power Balance for the Workstations 
This constraint ensures that the power provided to the plant from various resources is sufficient 
for both running the workstations at the intended capacities and supplying the A/C unit. The A/C’s 
























  RatCAnCACAt TTPPNTt  /,// 1:   (5.36) 
Equation (5.36) has been chosen heuristically, and for proof-of-concept purposes only. Clearly, 





nonlinearities in A/C operation.  
 Power Balance for the Power Available from PV 
The power available from PV may be used to supply the workstations or to sell power to the 
utility. The output of the PV panel varies based on changes in ambient temperature. This 







,,:  (5.37) 
 Upper Limit for Power Available from the Utility 
The power that can be purchased from the electric utility may be constrained by the physical 
limitations of the line supplying the plant (e.g. rating of the transformer in this case) or due to the 
existing contracts with the utility. The former has been considered here in the form of an inequality 
constraint. The equation has been corrected based on the variations in ambient temperature, i.e. it 
has been assumed that the transformer capacity is derated by 0.4% for every 30C above an 
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TPT   (5.39) 
 Lower and Upper Limits for the Diesel Generator 
This represents the operational limits for the capacity available through the diesel generator. 
Similar to a transformer, the maximum power available from the DG may need to be corrected 















T TP  (5.41) 
 Demand Response Constraints 
Utilities have constraints on the duration and number of DR events for each customer [122]. 
For instance, the maximum number of times (i.e. total number of hours) during the dispatch period 
that DR can be used for a customer is usually limited. Also, demand responsive loads often require 
not to be curtailed for more than a specific number of consecutive time periods. Another important 
aspect in implementing DR is the issue of validation, i.e. how to determine load curtailment has 
actually taken place in response to a DR event. In direct load control, where the utility remotely 
shuts down the load, this issue is trivial. However, in interruptible load DR programs used for 
industrial customers, remote load curtailment by the utility is not an option. Instead, the customer 
receives a DR request issued by the utility, and it is left to the operator to either comply with it or 
opt out. A decision criterion is therefore needed to be able to confirm DR compliance. One 
approach is to compare the consumption level of individual loads in the plant before and after the 
DR event, and approve compliance in case the overall demand has subsequently reduced. 
In order to implement these conditions, the following constraints have been incorporated into 
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In (5.42), the overall consumption level of the workstations is subtracted from the optimal 
consumption level if DR was not an option. A positive value for AtDR indicates load reduction with 
respect to an otherwise optimal operation, and should therefore be considered as DR being 
implemented at time t. Since M is a large positive value, (5.43) ensures that binary variable qt is 1 
when DR is implemented during time t, and is zero otherwise. A non-positive value for AtDR 
indicates that DR has not been implemented, i.e. electric demand may have either increased or 
stayed the same compared to the normal consumption level. Hence, (5.44) results in ot being 1. 
Equation (5.45) necessitates that at any point in time, only one of qt and ot can be 1. Equation 
(5.46) ensures that the total number of hours when DR is implemented is less than the threshold 
of TDR, and (5.47) guarantees that DR is implemented no more than CDR consecutive hours.  
 Reverse Power Flow Constraint 
It has been assumed here that the plant can either purchase power from the utility or sell power 
to the utility, but not both at the same time. In order to ensure both conditions do not occur 
simultaneously, an equation similar to (5.11) has been added as an additional constraint.  
 Workstation Interdependencies 
Refer to equation (5.12). 
 Post-Process Inventory Constraints 





 Unfulfilled Orders 
Refer to equations (5.15) and (5.16). 
 Non-Negativity and Integrality Constraints 
Refer to equations (5.17) to (5.20). 
In this Chapter, ELGP method has been used for solving the aforementioned multi-objective 
problem. Therefore, it will be discussed in more details. Then, two other techniques for simplifying 
the problem and ensuring the optimality of the solution will be proposed. 
5.2.4 ELGP Method  
In ELGP approach, a control parameter σ is introduced which can take values between 0 and 
1. A value of 1 converts ELGP to the CGP method, which tries to minimize the distance of 
objective functions from their goals. On the other hand, a lower value would make the formulation 
more similar to WGP and LGP. In the general case, ELGP also allows for defining priority levels 
for the objective functions. Assuming all objectives are of the same priority level, the problem can 
be formulated as: 
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0.:   nn ssn  (5.54) 
Where (5.49) tries to minimize the distance of each objective function from the corresponding 
goal value. Constraints (5.50)-(5.52) represent the three formats by which we define equality and 
inequality goals, e.g. (5.50) indicates our desire to meet the specified goal, whereas (5.51) and 
(5.52) denote cases where our objective is preferred to be greater than or less than a specified 
target, respectively. The associated deficiency variables s– and s+ convert these requirements into 
soft constraints. Also, the last two constraints ensure that the deficiency variables are positive and, 
for each constraint, do not take non-zero values simultaneously.  
5.2.5 Pareto Optimality Detection and Restoration  
The philosophy of GP family is to get as close to the individual goal (target) values as possible; 
however, the derived solution from GP cannot guarantee an efficient (Pareto optimal) solution, 
especially if the decision maker assigns pessimistic goals to be met. An objective function is Pareto 
efficient if it cannot be improved without worsening the value of at least one other objective 
function. Researchers have proposed several Pareto efficiency detection and restoration techniques 
for modifying the GP [96], [137]. In this study, the methodology proposed in [138] is adopted, by 
adding a small percentage of each original objective function to the GP function. This way, even 
if the specified goal is achieved, the problem continues to improve the solution further by 
minimizing the overall objective function. Detection and restoration of Pareto optimality is 





5.2.6 Multi-Objective Formulation 
Considering all the objectives and constraints mentioned, the problem can be mathematically 
formulated as a mixed integer non-linear multi-objective optimization problem which is solved 
using the ELGP method. 
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Subject to constraints in section 5.2.3, and the following: 
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Where in (5.59) suwm is the set of unwanted deviational variables which in this study, it includes  
s-1, s+2 and s-3. It should be noted that functions F1, F2 and F3 come from equations (5.25), (5.26) 
and (5.34), respectively. Also, goals b1, b2 and b3 are specified by the decision maker. 
5.2.7 Case Study Inputs 
The proposed methodology is applied to the previous luxury vehicle manufacturing plant as 





starting from 8:00AM to 6:00PM. It is solved using the LINDOGLOBAL solver in GAMS® 
software. The following approximations have been developed for the emission function, hot-spot 
temperature of the transformer, and the aging acceleration factor of the transformer. Then, these 
linear approximations have been incorporated into the problem formulation. Equation (5.62) 
indicates that the DG produces its lowest emission at 66.66% of its maximum capacity. Note that 
the value of the DG power is considered in per unit. Also, it is worthwhile to note equation (5.64) 
that shows the significant effect of temperature on aging acceleration factor of the plant 
transformer, i.e. the FAA value increases considerably for the hot-spot temperatures over 120°C. A 
timespan of 20 years has been considered for the nominal lifetime of the transformer in this study. 
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F  (5.64) 
 Solar Data 
In this study, a step-wise irradiance model has been used for the time period under study. The 
following parameters have been used for the PV panel: Ps,STC = 200W, ΦSTC = 1000 W/m2, 
kPV=0.004 (ºC-1), and TR = 25ºC. Figure 5.11 shows the total PV power obtained from the panel. 






Figure 5.11 Total PV generation with and without the effect of ambient 
temperature 
 
 Cost and Revenue Parameters 
Figure 5.12 illustrates the cost and revenue rates for power exchanges between the utility and 
the plant. These values are used for demonstration purposes only, and changing them does not 
affect the nature and structure of the problem. It can be seen that the cost of electricity purchased 
from the utility follows a critical peak pricing (CPP) scheme, whereas the revenue obtained from 
selling power to the utility follows a two-peak model. The utility buys power at higher rates during 
the peak-load hours; however, during low load conditions, it purchases power at a lower rate than 
what it charges the customers. No operational cost is assumed for the PV panel. 
 A/C System Power Consumption 
As mentioned before, it is assumed that an A/C system is used in order to maintain the indoor 
temperature at an acceptable level. According to our simplified model in (5.36), higher A/C power 
consumption is expected during the high temperature hours. Figure 5.13 denotes this consumption 





obtained from [112]. 
 
Figure 5.12 Cost and revenue rates for different energy resources 
 
 
Figure 5.13 Power consumption of the air conditioning system 
 
 
5.2.8 Simulation Results 
 ELGP Solution 
In order to implement the proposed multi-objective framework, two cases have to be studied. 





corresponding constraints. This provides the optimal solutions in a single-objective context. The 
values of the objective functions at their optimal solutions are then considered as a guideline for 
choosing the individual goal (target) values in the multi-objective framework. In our study, a small 
margin of error for each goal (compared to the individual objectives’ optimal values) has been 
considered. Table 5.5 shows these goal values. Next, we need to obtain the optimal (no DR) 
dispatch solutions for the workstations, i.e. variables u*c,t. To do this, the optimization problem in 
(5.48) is solved with DR option removed. This provides the optimal workstation dispatch solutions 
u*, which are to be used in (5.25).  
Table 5.6 shows the operational level of each workstation when σ = 1 which turns the ELGP 
optimization into a Chebyshev goal programming. 
Now, DR option can be incorporated into the problem formulation in (5.25). Deploying DR in 
the operational schedule increases the flexibility in energy management decision making. 
Figure 5.14 illustrates the DR decision in different time periods and with different values for the 
ELGP control parameter σ. In this study, it is assumed that DR load curtailment is limited to a 
maximum of 3 hours in one day and no more than 2 consecutive hours.  
Corresponding objective function values and the deficiency variables have also been provided 
in Table 5.7. These decisions have been derived when the amount of unfulfilled order β is 26 units 
at the final workstation. Table 5.8 also indicates the active power dispatches when σ = 0.8.  
Table 5.5 Goal values for objective functions 
 
b1 ($) b2 (kg) b3 (years) 











1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 4 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 
2 4 4 2 3 1 0 0 0 2 0 
3 4 2 2 1 4 1 2 0 2 0 
4 3 1 1 2 3 1 0 1 1 1 
5 4 1 3 3 4 1 1 3 0 2 
6 4 1 3 2 3 2 2 2 1 1 
7 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 0 
8 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 3 0 
9 1 1 0 3 1 2 0 1 2 1 
10 0 0 0 2 4 0 1 3 0 4 
 
 
 Table 5.7 Objective function values (with σ=0.8). These results are obtained without 
Pareto optimality restoration 
 
F1 ($) F2 (kg) F3 (years) s1+ s1– s2+ s3– 







Figure 5.14 Total DR curtailment during the operational period, as a function of 
ELGP control parameter, without Pareto optimality 
 
Table 5.8 Active power dispatch across the plant during the operational period (with 




Active Power Dispatches [kW] 
Ps,p Ps,u Pu,p PDG,p PDG,u 
1 8.70  397.76 200  
2 11.99   225.14  
3 14.91  244.85 202.26  
4 16.80   196.90 3.10 
5 17.61   194.18 5.82 






Table 5.8 continued 
Time 
[hour] 
Active Power Dispatches [kW] 
Ps,p Ps,u Pu,p PDG,p PDG,u 
7 16.68   253.87  
8 15.22   229.49  
9 12.52  35.98 200  
10 9.41  10.52 272.39  
 
 Solution with Restoring Pareto optimality 
As mentioned before, the calculated solutions from ELGP optimization might be Pareto 
inefficient. This case can occur when the decision maker chooses inappropriate (e.g. too 
pessimistic) goal values. In this section, results for the case with σ = 0.8 are repeated with Pareto 
optimality as discussed in Section 5.2.5. Figure 5.15 illustrates the DR curtailment levels at the 
Pareto optimal solution. As can be seen, the amount of DR deployment has considerably changed 
with respect to the previous case (with no Pareto optimality), e.g. DR curtailment concentration 
has increased during some hours (especially during hours 3-5 when the DR revenue can be high) 
Also, it can be noticed that the DR decisions hasn’t changed considerably in the last hours when 






Figure 5.15 Total DR curtailment during the operational period, as a function of 
ELGP control parameter, with Pareto optimality 
Table 5.9 and Table 5.10 show the values of the objective functions and the active power 
dispatch for σ=0.8. It can be seen that Pareto optimality has noticeably changed the dispatch 
schedule during several hours. For instance, the problem prefers to use more DR curtailment 
during some hours (like hours 1 and 3) and import more active power from the grid in the other 
hours (like hours 2 and 8). Increasing the grid power in hours 2 and 8 is due to the increasing 
number of workstations in these hours which result in higher total revenue with respect to the 
previous case. These decision changes are interesting especially for hour 8 which makes a counter-
intuitive result. As a result, all objective functions rather than F2 (which hasn’t changed much) 
have improved compared to the non-efficient solution in the previous section. Amount of 
unfulfilled order β also changes to 25 units. 
Table 5.9 Objective function values (with σ=0.8), with Pareto optimality 
 
F1 ($) F2 (kg) F3 (years) s1+ s1– s2+ s3– 





Table 5.10 Active power dispatch across the plant during the operational period (with 




Active Power Dispatches [kW] 
Ps,p Ps,u Pu,p PDG,p PDG,u 
1 8.70   197.76 2.24 
2 11.99  333.89 200  
3 14.91   187.11 12.89 
4 16.80  98.15 200  
5 17.61   262.93  
6 17.92   231.88  
7 16.68   210.12  
8 15.22  213.24 200  
9 12.52   238.48  
10 9.41   266.66  
 
Figure 5.16 provides a better understanding of the advantage of using ELGP method instead of 
the traditional goal programming technique. Comparing the objective function values for different 
values of the control parameter σ shows how different objective functions are improved at the 





Our analysis in this case study indicated that σ values in the range of 0.4≤σ≤0.8 (especially σ = 
0.8) are the most appropriate choices for the decision maker if the focus is more on the asset 
management and σ values lower than 0.4 also give better outputs if emissions has the higher 
importance. It is also evident from Figure 5.16 that choosing the CGP method instead of ELGP 
(i.e. by selecting σ = 1) would lead to noticeably inferior solutions. 
 
Figure 5.16 Variations of the individual objective functions in terms of ELGP 
control parameter 
 
Finally, due to the flexible nature of the ELGP technique, it is possible to move from one 
solution to the other in order to control specific aspects of the problem. For instance, if the hot-
spot temperature of the transformer turns out to be the main concern during operation, the system 
operator can easily control this variable by changing the σ parameter in the problem. Figure 5.17 
depicts the hot-spot temperature contours with respect to changes in σ, which clearly shows that 
highest temperatures in the transformer would appear when σ is at its lowest On the other hand, 
hot-spot temperature can be maintained at a noticeably lower value when σ is chosen at values 
higher than 0.4. These results are consistent with those of Figure 5.16 that show transformer 






Figure 5.17 Hot-spot temperature contours during the operational period in terms 













6. CHAPTER 6: 
ROBUST ENERGY MANAGEMENT IN A DISTRIBUTION NETWORK EXPOSED TO 
HIGH TEMPERATURE RISES  
Reproduced with permission from The IEEE Transactions on Smart Grid, Copyright 2018 IEEE 
(section 6.1) [141]. 
Moein Choobineh, Andrew Speake, Maxwell Harris, Paulo Cesar Tabares-Velasco,            
Salman Mohagheghi 
One of the other ways to deploy the DR potential at the end user’s level is through community 
energy management. However, the intermittent nature of renewable energy resources, electricity 
price rate variations, and especially demand uncertainties is always a significant obstacle in 
ensuring optimality of energy management solutions in such systems, which augments the effects 
of these uncertainties due to their size. In order to model such uncertainties, researchers usually 
use robust optimization techniques. In this chapter, a robust Multi-Objective (RMO) optimization 
will be performed based on the robust counterpart theory considering the linear nature of their 
corresponding deterministic problem. To do so, it is required to first identify the perturbation sets 
of each uncertainty and then transform the deterministic problem into a robust one. For this 
purpose, a community energy management problem will be selected and will be studied from both 
deterministic perspective (section 6.1) and robust perspective (section 6.2).  
6.1 End-User-Aware Community Energy Management in a Distribution System Exposed 
to Extreme Temperatures 
 
During a heat wave, a utility would typically try to reduce the demand on the network while 
taking into account the available temperature-corrected capacities of various assets. For this, it can 





shifting the loads from peak hours to off-peak hours. The former is in particular a delicate matter 
since exposure to excessive temperatures can lead to health issues for residents. In fact, A/C units 
have been identified as the main explanation of the decline in the temperature-mortality 
relationship during the last half century [140]. For a full survey about this topic, please refer 
to [141]. 
The goal in this section is to devise a strategy to optimally dispatch controllable loads and 
energy resources in a distribution network exposed to extreme temperatures. It is expected that 
during such an event, the utility would prefer to modify its dispatch in such a way that it minimizes 
the operational stress on various assets (e.g. overhead lines, transformers, etc.) which may have 
already been exposed to undesired ambient temperatures. One way to do this is to use DR to reduce 
the net consumption of different parts of its network down to specific levels. In this section, the 
distribution network is divided into several independent neighborhoods which are assumed to be 
equipped with roof-top PV panels and/or community energy storage (CES) systems. This approach 
allows the utility to increase the granularity of dispatch, while also ensuring the scalability of the 
solution. Customers in each neighborhood are assumed to have A/C units that are remotely 
controllable by the utility as well as possibly one or more appliances that can be viewed as shiftable 
loads. To ensure the health and safety of residents when implementing DR for A/C units, it is 
necessary to incorporate the buildings and their internal heat flow dynamics into the power grid 
dispatch problem. This aspect has been considered in the section by developing a black-box 
reduced-order model (ROM) that can provide the most realistic forecast of the A/C load in a 
residential unit. This way, DR can be performed while ensuring that indoor temperatures do not 
exceed the acceptable range. This problem will therefore have to optimize different objective 





reducing the A/C load and hence temperature rise in residential units. As such, it has been 
formulated as a multi-objective optimization problem and is solved using a goal programming 
approach to ensure Pareto optimality, i.e. not allowing any one objective to dominate others.  
6.1.1 Demand modeling 
This study uses a black-box ROM called auto-regressive with exogenous input (ARX) that 
uses three exogenous inputs (outdoor temperature, occupancy, and A/C temperature set-point) and 
the previous cooling load as determined by EnergyPlus (Pd,A/Ci,j,t–), and in turn predicts the current 
cooling energy use. Equation (6.1) shows the formulation of the ARX model used in the 
development of the black-box ROM for prediction of A/C energy output. Here, 8 time lags are 
considered, and parameters  and  are the coefficients of the model. The demand modeling 
studies used in this section has been adopted from the work in [141].  
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(6.2) 
6.1.2 Proposed Methodology Assumptions 
In this study, the community circuit is assumed to consist of one or more nodes, referred to here 
as neighborhoods. Each neighborhood may include one or more load points (as shown in 
Figure 6.1). Each load point represents an individual customer, which can be residential or 
commercial. For the former, the load is assumed to have two portions: A/C related and non-A/C 
related. Some customers may also have rooftop PV panels. In addition, each node may be equipped 





(a) raising the temperature set-point of the A/C unit to lower its consumption, and/or (b) shifting 
the load to a different time in the future (load shifting scheme). From a neighborhood energy 
management point of view, the set-points of A/C units, the timing of the shiftable loads, and the 
discharge status of the CES comprise the control variables that are dispatched at every tT. Upon 
receiving a desired net demand level from the utility, the community energy management (CEM) 
module would try to utilize various energy and demand responsive resources to achieve the target 
in the most cost effective and least disruptive way. Naturally, the extreme temperature conditions 
would pose limitations on the available capacity of individual components such as lines, CES, and 
PV panels. Hence, a temperature correction factor has been used to reflect this fact. The interested 
reader is referred to the authors’ earlier work in [112]  for more details.  
 
 
Figure 6.1 Schematic diagram of the network under study (figure redrawn form [141][121]) 
 
For simplicity, and without loss of generality, each time step is considered here to be 1 hour, 
which means the power levels in (kW) would be equivalent in value to the energy levels (in kWh). 
In the absence of this assumption, all power values would need to be multiplied by the duration of 






6.1.3 Objective Functions 
The following objective functions are defined: 
 Demand Minimization: Suppose the utility has set a desired demand level Ptd,des for the 
community circuit at time t. CEM would then try to minimize the surplus consumption beyond 
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 Cost Minimization: reducing demand must be achieved through the most cost effective 
dispatch strategy. The total cost of operation is related to the power purchased from the utility 
and cost of utilizing the battery due to its lifetime degradation. Given the emergency condition 
(i.e. heat wave) no financial incentives are assumed for implementing demand response. 
However, it has been ensured through constraints (see next section) that this resource is not 
overused for one or more customers. It has to be noted that the battery cost in (6.5) has been 
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 Temperature Control: under heat wave conditions, it is desired to reduce the total consumption 
level in order to alleviate the stress on system components. However, one must ensure that 





healthy conditions for the residents, in particular children and the elderly. Hence, CEM would 
try to minimize the function in (6.6). UOCC denotes the occupancy level at the individual 
customer location. In the absence of actual real-time data, average values of the occupancy 
profile for each type of building for any given point in time is adopted here. The objective 
function is penalized by this parameter in order to assign more importance to the buildings 
with higher number of occupants. 
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6.1.4 Constraints 
The problem is solved subject to the following constraints: 
 Power Balance: This constraint ensures that the total power provided to the community circuit 
from the utility and the battery unit(s) is sufficient to meet the energy consumption at the 
neighborhood. For the sake of ease of presentation, DC power flow is used here. However, in 
general, this simplification is not necessary for the proposed methodology. 
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(6.9) 
 Demand Shiftable Loads: These constraints limit the number of demand shifting instances. 
Equation (6.10) ensures that a shiftable load can only be shifted to one future time step, and 
not multiple time steps. In addition, (6.11) limits the number of times during the dispatch 





load at time t, vi,j,t,t = 1 indicates that the load will not be shifted to a future time step. In 
addition, it has to be noted that demand shifting is not performed partially here and if 
scheduled, the entire load will be shifted to a future time step. 
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 A/C Temperature Limits: For health reasons, it is desired that the set-point temperature of each 
A/C unit does not exceed a certain predetermined threshold. In this study, it is assumed that 
the desired A/C set-point during the heat wave event is 23.33°C (74F), and that no set-point 
may exceed 27.77°C (82F) at any point in time. In this study, no thermal mass is considered 
for the buildings, which means lowering the temperature set-point beyond the lower limit (for 
instance for pre-cooling) does not provide any benefits. As a result, the absolute value in (6.6) 
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In addition, for every customer, it is preferred to place a limit on the overall variations of the 
actual temperature set-point compared to the desired set-point. This is intended to reduce the 
inconvenience on the end users; otherwise, the optimization problem will force all set-points 
to be at the upper limit at all times. This is expressed as below, where 19.44C is chosen for 
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community circuit, e.g. the PV panel, the battery, or the internal circuits. The capacities of the 
transformer and the main feeder supplying the PCC are also likely to be affected by the 
excessive ambient temperature; however, it is assumed here that the impact is determined by 
the utility (and not the CEM). Lead-acid batteries are considered as the CES in each 
neighborhood [32].    
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Equation (6.19) is derived based on analysis of a specific type of battery using manufacturer 
data, while (6.20) indicates the dynamic thermal rating that can be defined for any ACSR 
conductor based on ambient temperature. For details, the reader is referred to [112], [112]. 
 Battery Constraints: The battery can be either charging or discharging at any point in time, but 
not both (see (6.21)). State-of-the-charge (SOC) constraints are represented by (6.22) and 
(6.23): 
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 Non-Negativity and Integrality Constraints 
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6.1.5 Solution Methodology 
The problem to be solved can be described as minimizing O1–O3 subject to (6.7)-(6.24). This is 
a multi-objective problem, and is solved using goal programming (GP). Chebyshev Goal 
Programming (CGP) approach is adopted here since it provides a balance between goals, as 
opposed to other GP techniques that suffer from the incommensurability problem or require 
prioritizing the goal values [96]. To ensure Pareto optimality, the methodology proposed in [138] 
is adopted, where a small percentage of each original objective function is added to the CGP 
function (the ε value has been chosen as 0.05 in this study). This way, even if the specified goal is 
achieved, the problem continues to improve the solution further by minimizing the overall 
objective function. Detection and restoration of Pareto optimality is therefore achieved in one 
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    (6.28) 
In the above equations, (6.25) is the multi-objective function that should be minimized. The last 
term in this equation, i.e. a percentage of each objective function, is intended to ensure Pareto 
optimality. Equation (6.26) tries to minimize the distance of each objective function from their 
corresponding goal (target) values (set by the user). Constraint (6.27) indicates our desire for the 
individual objective functions to be less than their specified goals (targets). The associated 
deficiency variables s+ convert these requirements into soft constraints. 
6.1.6 Case Study Inputs 
The case study discussed here is related to July 23, 2006, one of the hottest days in the city of 
Sacramento, CA, which was affected by a heat wave. The optimization is carried out over a 12-
hour period from 9:00am to 8:00pm. The network is assumed to consist of three neighborhoods: 
(a) N1 which is a new neighborhood, with mostly new apartments (NA), new attached houses 
(NAT), and new detached houses (NDT), (b) N2 which is an old neighborhood with mostly 
existing apartments (EA), existing attached houses (EAT) and existing detached houses (EDT), 
and (c) N3 which is a neighborhood with more apartment complexes (i.e. EA and NA). The details 
are listed in Table 6.1. The average occupancy profile for the buildings is shown in Figure 6.2, 





period and geographical location under study. It is assumed that 200, 50 and 100 PV panels with 
the size of 200W each have been installed in the three neighborhoods, respectively, with the 
following parameters: PPV,STC=200W, ΦSTC=1000W/m2, kPV= -0.004 (°C–1), and θR=25°C (77°F). 
Figure 6.3 shows the daily profile of temperature as well as the PV power (for simplicity, power 
losses in the PV panels or the inverters are ignored). Each neighborhood is assumed to have a CES 
unit (see the Appendix). Finally, the desired demand Pd,des for the network is assumed to be 80kW 
(although the main circuit feeding it has a capacity of 75kW due to excess temperature) and Tdes 
is assumed to be 23.33°C (74°F). Rest of the inputs are shown in Table 6.2 and Table 6.3. 
 
Table 6.1 Number of different buildings in each neighborhood  









EA 2 3 3 
EAT 2 3 1 
EDT 1 3 1 
NA 3 2 3 
NAT 3 1 1 







Figure 6.2 Occupancy profile (average values) for each type of building. 
 
Figure 6.3 Total PV power Installed in all neighborhoods and the ambient temperature profile 
 
Table 6.2 Utility Energy rates 
 Time [hour] 
1-3 4-8 9-12 
ct





Table 6.3 Characteristics of the Lead-acid Batteries 




SOCmin SOCmax B,c , B,d B cB ($) 
N1 30 0.25 30% 100% 0.8 0.0025 28.5 
N2 15 0.125 30% 100% 0.8 0.0025 14.25 
N3 20 0.167 30% 100% 0.8 0.0025 19 
6.1.7 Simulation Results 
To implement the proposed multi-objective framework, each individual objective function is 
first minimized subject to the corresponding constraints. Having obtained the optimal values for 
each function, goal (target) values will be set by adding a small margin of error to each optimum, 
which is considered 10% in this study (see Table 6.4).  
Next, the multi-objective problem (6.25) is solved subject to constraints (6.3)-(6.24) and (6.26)-
(6.28). This is a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) problem. Using the 
GAMS®/LINDOGLOBAL solver on an Intel Core i3 with 3.40 GHz CPU and 4.00 GB RAM, the 
solution converges in less than 1 second. Table 6.4 indicates the final optimal values for each 
objective function. As can be seen in this table, all the goals are satisfied and are very close to their 
single objective optima. 
In this problem, temperature set-points play a significant role in how the preferred goals are met, 
since they influence F1 and F3 directly and have an indirect impact on F2. Figure 6.4 illustrates the 
average optimal values of the set-points. It is shown that at hours around the hottest time of the 
day (hour 5) N2 is affected more than the other neighborhoods. This happens for two reasons: First, 





neighborhoods. As a result, its average temperature set-points are increased so that the solution 
does not deviate much from the desired load consumption. Moreover, the power provided to N2 
by the utility reaches the maximum ampacity of the line, which means demand reduction is 
necessary. In addition to increasing the set-point, N2 uses some of the available energy from its 
local battery system (Table 6.5). As can be seen, the CES units do not get charged during most 
hours, since the initial SOC of the batteries has been set to 100%.  During the hour that charging 
does take place, it is intended to ensure that the lower level for SOC is not violated.  
 
Table 6.4 Optimal Values and Assigned Goals (Targets) 
Objective Functions F1 (kW) F2 ($) F3 (C) 
SO Values 363.6 105.07 1150.61 
Goal Values 400 115.50 1265.7 
MO Values 375.5 115.48 1243.4 
SO: single objective optimization, MO: multi-objective optimization 
 






Table 6.5 Active Power Dispatch by Utility and CES Units (kW) 
Time Pu 
PB,d PB,c 
N1 N2 N3 N1 N2 N3 
1 45.90       
2 57.04       
3 69.22       
4 70.40  0.16     
5 70.69  6.87     
6 75 0.02 1.96     
7 75 0.32 0.03     
8 75 2.68      
9 75 0.03      
10 75 8.41      
11 75 0.58  6.05  0.13  
12 75   5.20    
 
Figure 6.5 shows the amount of power purchases from the grid for each neighborhood. Based 
on this figure, N2 is buying more power from the grid with respect to the other neighborhoods due 
to its older facilities and higher consumption. The figure also indicates that N1 purchases more 
power from the grid during the last two hours of the dispatch period. This is because at that point 
all the available power from the batteries has already been used. It can also be seen that during the 
peak hours, all temperature set-points start to increase. However, at the final hour, when the 





is for two reasons: first, occupancy level is used as a penalty factor for deviation of the temperature 
set-points, and second, at the last hour, ambient temperature is at its lowest value, which means 
A/C power consumption will be lower compared to the hotter hours. It must be pointed out that 
these set-point values are the “average” set-points for the three neighborhoods, and not the set-
points of individual houses. 
 
 
Figure 6.5 The amount of power imported from the grid for each neighborhood 
 
Figure 6.6 illustrates the box plots of hourly A/C power consumption for the users at different 
neighborhoods. Longer boxes indicate larger variations among the A/C set-points of different users 
at that neighborhood (and therefore different consumption levels for each one), whereas shorter 
boxes mean most users are experiencing more or less the same set-point. The median indicator is 
a good visual metric to assess each neighborhood. As the median of a neighborhood at a particular 
time step gets closer to zero, the total A/C power consumption in that neighborhood decreases. As 
expected, it can be seen that neighborhood N2 has the highest A/C power consumption, mostly due 





in set-point, which could be due to the age of the building and/or the occupancy levels.  
 
Figure 6.6 A/C power consumption for all users in each neighborhood 
 
Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8 illustrate the box plots of the consumption levels of the internal loads 
and the total power consumption of each neighborhood, respectively. Table 6.6 lists the dispatch 
decisions for the shiftable loads for each customer at each neighborhood. It can be observed that 
most loads are being shifted from the hotter hours to hour 9 when the occupancy has not increased 
considerably yet or to hour 12 in which we have the lowest ambient temperature (compared to 
other hours). This happens since the problem tries to lower the load value at hot hours and improve 
O1 during this period. The impact of this load shifting can also be viewed in the box plots in 







Figure 6.7 Internal load consumption for all users in each neighborhood 
 
 







Table 6.6 Load Shifting Decisions for Different Customers 
 N1 N2 N3 
EA  C1(0.5kW, 2→3), C2(0.5kW, 4→12) 




EAT  C3(1.7kW, 4→12), C3(0.5kW, 5→12)  
EDT C1(1.7kW, 1→3) 
C1(0.5kW, 7→9) 
C1(0.5kW, 8→9) 
C1(0.7kW, 7→12), C1(0.25kW, 9→12) 
C1(0.5kW, 10→12), C2(1.45kW, 7→10) 

















NDT C3(1.7kW, 1→3) 
 
C1(0.5kW, 9→11) C1(1.7kW, 1→2) 
C1(1.7kW, 2→3) 
Note: For instance C1 (0.5kW, 2→3) in the 1st row and 3rd column means that the first existing 
apartment at N2 (customer 1) has 0.5kW of its shiftable load transferred from hour 2 to hour 3. 
 
 Finally, Figure 6.9 shows the power flow through the PCC transformer with and without 
the effect of temperature on the dispatch. It can be seen that when the effect of temperature is taken 
into account, the reduction in the output of PV panels (which is pronounced at hours 5 and 6) 
forces the system to obtain more power from the utility (compared to the case where the effects of 
temperature are ignored). Interestingly, at hour 6 the PCC transformer hits the assumed threshold 







Figure 6.9 Power flow through the PCC transformer with 
and without considering the effect of ambient temperature 
6.1.8 Simulation Results with Lithium-Ion Batteries 
The results in the previous section were obtained with lead-acid batteries used for CES. Lithium-
ion batteries are another promising choice for CES units. As such, a similar analysis has been 
carried out here in order to provide a point of comparison. There are some differences between the 
operational aspects of the two technologies that need to be taken into account. 
Coulomb counting method has been used in this thesis for estimating the SOC of the battery. In 
this approach, the discharge/charge current of the battery will be calculated and integrated over 
time to estimate the battery SOC. This is how (22), which is the discretized form of Coulomb 
counting formula, is developed. This approach is valid for all types of batteries, including Li-
ion [142], [143]. It has been shown in the literature that Li-ion batteries have a lower self-discharge 
rate and higher charge/discharge efficiencies [144]. Hence, in this study, a self-discharge rate at 
half the value of the lead-acid battery is considered, and the charge/discharge efficiencies are set 






Another important aspect is how the battery’s operation gets affected by changes in temperature. 
The calendar aging in battery systems follows the Arrhenius law during the hot hours (not valid 
for low temperature operations) [145]. Therefore, the same methodology (as in [112]) is valid for 
calculating the ΔPB,BLF in (5). However, it has been reported in the literature that Li-ion batteries 
can perform well up to 60°C (some mention 50°C) and that their capacity fade rate for short time 
periods is very small [146], [147]. Therefore, since the temperatures experienced during the heat 
wave event under study mostly lie within the above range, ΔPB,BLF is ignored (assumed to be 1). 
Also, similar to lead-acid batteries, the discharge capacity of the Li-ion battery increases with 
temperature rise [148], [149], and the rate of capacity increase is very close to that of lead-acid 
batteries [145], [149]. 
Finally, a Li-ion battery usually costs two to three times (in some models even four times) as 
much as a lead-acid battery with the same capacity [144], [147]. In this section, a cost increase 
factor of 2.5 has been considered. 
Table 6.7 shows the new optima for both single-objective and multi-objective optimization 
problems when lead-acid batteries are replaced with Li-ion ones. Also, Table 6.8 indicates CES 
power dispatch levels. It can be seen that the most considerable difference with respect to the lead-
acid battery power dispatch occurs at neighborhood N1 which is discharging less on aggregate 
compared to the previous case. The reason for this reduction is due to the higher cost of the battery 
power, which forces the problem to mitigate the power deficit through increasing the temperature 






Table 6.7 Optimal Values and Assigned Goals with Li-ion CES 
Objective Functions F1 (kW) F2 ($) F3 (C) 
SO Values 362.86 130.46 1047.56 
Goal Values 400 143.5 1152.3 
MO Values 379.60 155.32 1247.37 
 
Table 6.8 Active Power Dispatch by Utility and Li-ion CES Units 
Time Pu 
PB,d PB,c 
N1 N2 N3 N1 N2 N3 
1 48.26       
2 57.22       
3 66.60     0.06  
4 66.98  0.16     
5 74.16  6.81     
6 75  3.81 0.02    
7 75  0.02 0.7    
8 75   2.98  0.04  
9 75   0.14    
10 75 8.54 0.05     
11 75   8.14    






At any point t in time, the proposed solution provides dispatch commands for that time step as 
well as (T – 1) additional time steps in the future. Naturally, load forecast values are likely to have 
higher errors as the solution considers points in time that are farther away from time t. As such, 
the proposed optimization problem will need to be run in the form of a sliding window. The 
decisions at time t would be in the form of here-and-now and will be applied to the power system, 
whereas future commands would be categorized as wait-and-see type decisions and will be updated 
as the sliding window moves forward and more information becomes available. 
6.2 Robust Community Energy Management in a Heat-Affected Distribution Network  
While the deterministic problem formulation is similar to section 6.1, the objective functions 
and constraints will have some slight changes as described in the following. 
6.2.1 Objective Functions 
 Cost-benefit optimization: A similar objective function to Equation (6.5) is used for this 
purpose. Please refer to this equation for more details. 
 Minimizing Total Demand Consumption: since the study in this section only performs 
for one neighborhood, equation (6.3) will be presented with a minor change. In fact, each 
distribution line feeding each neighborhood (laterals) have a certain desired supplying value. 
Therefore, the DNO always wants to ensure that the total demand consumption in the 
neighborhood does not deviate from this desired value. Therefore, the CEM system would try to 
















   (6.29) 
 User Comfort level: Although CEM system prefers to maximize its benefit from (6.5) and 
at the same time minimize its total demand consumption based on (6.29), setting the indoor 
temperature within an acceptable range is necessary especially during the course of a heatwave. 
This matter gains high importance since it is directly related to the health conditions of the resident, 
in particular children and elderly. Therefore, CEM system is also minimizing the following 
objective function which is penalized by the occupancy level of the building and an age factor in 
order to assign high importance to the higher populated buildings and building with higher number 
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6.2.2  Constraints 
The problem is solved subject to the following constraints: 
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(6.46) 
Equation (6.31) and (6.32) ensures that the total power installed at the building (battery unit) and 
the power purchased from the utility is sufficient to meet the energy consumption. Equations (6.33) 
and (6.34) limit the number of demand shifting instances, in which (6.33) forces the load to be 
shifted entirely to future and only to one time step and (6.34) limits the numbers of demand shifting 
during an operational period. Obviously, if vt,t = 1, it indicates that load will not be shifted and is 
dispatched at the current time. Equation (6.35) and (6.36) express this requirement that the set-





is due to the required comfort level of each building to avoid any health issues. In this study, this 
variation is limited to 4.44°C (8F) at any point in time.  Also, since no thermal mass is considered 
here for the buildings, which means lowering the temperature set-point beyond the lower limit (for 
instance for pre-cooling) does not provide any benefits. As a result, the absolute value in (6.30) 
may be removed without affecting the formulation. For the same reason, it is also better to cap the 
overall variations of set-point temperature from the desired set-point. This constraint is necessary 
(as shown in (6.36)), since if we do not consider it, the optimization problem will force all set-
points to be at the upper limit at all times. Equation (6.37) to (6.40) indicate various capacity limits 
for different energy resources installed at the neighborhood, i.e. the distribution transformer 
capacity corrected by the temperature, battery capacity corrected by the temperature, and the PV 
generation output. In this study, Lead-acid batteries are considered as the battery unit available in 
the building. Equation (6.41) is derived based on analysis of a given type of battery using 
manufacturer data. For details, the reader is referred to [112]. It is also assumed that the distribution 
transformer capacity is derated by 0.4% for every 30°C above an ambient temperature of 
30°C [135], which is modeled in (6.42). The battery constraints were also expressed in equations 
(6.43)-(6.45). Equation (6.43) says that the battery can be either in charging or discharging mode 
at any point in time. Equations (6.44) calculates the state of charge of the battery which must be 
in the range specified by (6.45). Finally equation (6.46) denotes the non-negativity and integrality 
constraints of the problem. 
6.2.3 Robust Counterpart of the deterministic Problem Formulation 
In this section, it is assumed that some parameters in the demand modelling formula can be 





values for the future load forecasts. Occupancy of the buildings (shown as OCC) is considered 
here as the source of uncertainty, although the same analysis can be carried out over other 
parameters. It is shown in the following sections that how modeling the load uncertainty can impact 
on the objective functions that are listed before. In order to do such an analysis, three perturbation 
sets are considered here, then a chance constraint will be introduced. Afterwards, the safe tractable 
approximation of each formulation will be derived, and finally a new robust Multi-Objective 
(RMO) optimization will be run for each problem individually.  It is also assumed that the objective 
functions in the original problem are certain, and are subjected to some linear constraints with 
uncertain coefficients. Thus, wherever any non-linear term shows up, they would be linearized. In 
the rest of this section, the standard format as in (6.47) for the uncertainty data will be chosen; 
where Z is a closed and convex perturbation set. Finally, it should be noted that only occupancy 
uncertainty for the A/C load is considered in this study, since occupancy profile for each user is a 
very random parameter and can easily change. Moreover, the occupancy coefficient in (6.1) has 
the biggest value, so that it can change the A/C power consumption more considerably. However, 
other coefficient and parameter uncertainties in (6.1) can be modeled with almost the same 
procedure as occupancy robustness modeling. 
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To write the chance constraint of the objective function (6.29), first it is needed to re-cast this 
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(6.48) 
 
Afterwards, the corresponding chance constraint can be written as follows: 
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(6.49) 
 
This equation is expressing that the risk for violating the constraint in (6.48) is at most ε. 
Therefore, the chance to fulfill the (6.48) constraint would be (1-ε).  
It should be noted that because only the uncertainties in input coefficients of the Pd,A/C equation 
are considered, the term with “hat” sign in (6.49) is associated with the term , , , 1,ˆj m j t u
u U
U   

  in 
(6.1). Therefore, in the rest of this section, this term is observed in the robust counterparts instead 
of the general term Pd. 
In [81], it is proved that a safe tractable approximation of such chance constraints can be 
calculated with certain assumptions. In order to derive the safe tractable approximation of the 
defined chance constraint, the following assumptions are necessary: 
, ,, : 0,& 1
d d
j t j tt TH j D            
(6.50) 
All  parameters should be also independent. 
In the following, first, it is shown that how the problem will be transformed if the most 
conservative perturbation set is considered, i.e. Box Robust Counterpart (Box RC). Then, a safe 
tractable approximation of equation (6.50) will be introduced. It is shown that this approximation 
will lead to a “Ball Robust Counterpart (Ball RC)”. Ball RC is a second-order cone program 
(SOCP) which is computationally demanding. Therefore, Budgeted Robust Counterpart (Budgeted 
RC) of the problem will be finally formed. Budgeted RC is more conservative than Ball RC, 







   [81]. However, budgeted RC is a system of linear equations which can 
overcome the complexity of Ball RC. Hence, in this study, only Box RC (as the most conservative 
case) and budgeted RC will be analyzed in details.  
 
Proposition 1, Box RC: Box uncertainty is the most conservative perturbation set and is 
modelled as follows: 
 , , ,, : : 1d d D T dj t j t j tt TH j D Z R          (6.51) 
The robust counterpart of equation (6-48) considering the above uncertainty can be written based 
on (6-52)-(6-55). (.) variables are defined here as auxiliary variables to linearize the formulation. 
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Proof: The first transformation to derive the robust counterpart is to linearize the constraints. To 
do so, left hand-side of equation (6.48) will be rewritten as follows: 
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Then, replacing the Pd term in (6.56) by (6.1) and expanding the summation in this formula over 
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Then, UOCC as the only uncertain parameter can be replaced by its certain and uncertain terms 
as in (6.47).  
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t TH     (6.61) 
According to [81], the maximum value of the uncertain term with box perturbation is its absolute 
value. Therefore, sorting out the certain terms together and linearizing the absolute value, 
equations (6.52)-(6.55) can be finally derived as the tractable approximation of the constraint in 
(6.48).  
 
Proposition 2, Ball RC: Ball RC is much less conservative than Box RC and satisfies the chance 
constraint in (6.49) with a probability that is related to its safety parameter. i.e.  2exp 2  . 
The tractable safe approximation of the chance constraint (6.49) will be as follows:  
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same procedure mentioned in Proposition 1. Therefore, in order to save space, from now on the 
positive term will be presented in its closed form (not linearized). In [81], it is shown that in order 
to find the safe tractable approximation of (6.49), it is first needed to define a random  variable, 
which in our case, it will be as follows: 
, ,
ˆ: d dt j t j t
j D
t TH P 

    
(6.64) 
Then, considering (6.50) and also this fact that a random variable is never greater than its mean 
plus Ω times (Ω must be at least three) of its standard deviation, we will have the following 
equation: 
   2,ˆ: . dt t j t
j D
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(6.66) 
Therefore, since the body of the chance constraint can be rewritten as (6.67) with probability   
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Proposition 3, Budgeted RC: Budgeted RC limits the total variation of the uncertainty 
parameter to a fixed value. It can be shown that there is a robust counterpart for equation (6.29) 
that satisfies the randomly perturbed inequality in (6.48) with probability  2exp 2D  : 
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P  is replaced by two more auxiliary variables, as in (6.71), then the valid assumptions 
in (6.72) and (6.73) can be considered to modify (6.48). 
, , ,
ˆ ˆˆ: d OCC OCCj t j t j tt TH P z w     (6.71) 
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  , the Budgeted RC according to (6.69) and (6.70) is 
derived. In order to see how the probabilities in Ball RC and Budgeted RC can be calculated, the 
interested readers are referred to [81]. 
It should be noted that since constraint (6.31) also contains the uncertain demand term, the same 
process as the above Propositions will be followed to derive its robust counterpart. The robust 
counterparts of this constraint are as follows: 
 
 Box RC 
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 Ball RC: 
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 Budgeted RC: 
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6.2.4 Solution Methodology 
 
The minimization problem described with objective functions in section 6.2.1 subject to 
constraints in section 6.2.2 is a multi-objective optimization problem which is solved using 
Chebyshev Goal Programming (CGP). For this purpose, the same procedure as in section 6.1.5 
will be followed, with this difference that n value has been chosen as 0.01 for F1 and F2 and 0.05 
for F3. 
6.2.5 Case Study Inputs 
This study has been done for a neighborhood which has all the six types of buildings discussed 
before: EA, EAT, EDT, NA, NAT, NDT. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that three 
costumers exist from each building type which this leads to total number of 18 buildings in the 
neighborhood. Also, it is assumed that the costumers from each category of building follow the 
age factor according to Table 6.9, denoting 1 for young residents, 3 for middle-aged residents, and 
5 for elderly people.  
Most of the inputs for this case study have been extracted from the same heat wave event 
described in 6.1. Therefore, the average occupancy level of each building is based on Figure 6.2, 
which is adopted from historical data during the event. ˆ OCCU is also considered to be 1 for the first 





hours. Γ which is the budget of uncertainty for the occupancy of the whole neighborhood is 
assumed to be known at each time step and is considered fixed for all hours.  
 
Table 6.9 Age Factors Considered for Each Building Type 
Building type Age Factor 
C1 C2 C3 
EA 1 3 5 
EAT 3 3 5 
EDT 3 3 3 
NA 1 3 1 
NAT 3 3 1 
NDT 3 5 5 
 
Figure 6.10 also illustrates the average temperature during the operation time as well as total PV 
power installed in the neighborhood. It is assumed that totally 150 PV panels with the size of 200W 
have been installed in the neighborhood, with the same parameters in section 6.1.6. The nominal 
distribution transformer capacity installed in the neighborhood is assumed to be 50 kW, which 
means it is heavily loaded. Pd,des and Tdes are also assumed to be 50 kW and 23.33°C (74°F), 
respectively. 
Finally, the optimization is carried out over a 12-hour period from 9:00am to 8:00pm, using an 







Figure 6.10 Total PV power Installed in the neighborhood and the ambient temperature profile 
6.2.6 Simulation Results 
The multi-objective problem proposed in this section is a mixed-integer linear programming 
(MILP) problem which is solved using GAMS®/LINDOGLOBAL solver. To implement this 
multi-objective framework, each objective function mentioned in section 6.2.1 is first minimized 
individually subject to the constraints section 6.2.2. Then, the goal values will be set by adding 
20% margin to each single objective optima. At the next stage, three multi-objective optimization 
problems (i.e. deterministic, Box RC, and Budgeted RC) are solved using the CGP technique 
introduced in section 6.1.5. For the sake of simplicity, in the rest of this section, the optimization 
problems with Box and Budgeted RCs are only called Box RC and Budgeted RC. Table 6.10 lists 
all the optimal values for each individual problem. It should be noted that the while the 
deterministic case does not consider any uncertainty, Box RC and Budgeted RC cases both 
consider the occupancy uncertainty. The difference between these two cases is that Box RC is 
100% conservative and takes the worth case scenario. However, the Budgeted RC is giving the 
optimal solution with risk as low as 3% (using the probability in Proposition 3). This risk means 






Table 6.10 Optimal Values and Assigned Goals 
Objective Functions F1 ($) F2 (kW) F3 (C) 
SO Values 47.60 65.76 598.67 
Goal Values 60 80 700 
MO Values (Deterministic) 58.43 110.95 970.86 
RMO Values (Box RC) 63.26 148.81 2163.19 
RMO Values (Budgeted RC) 63.06 146.45 1865.29 
SO: single-objective optimization, MO: multi-objective optimization, 
RMO: Robust multi-objective optimization 
 
As can be seen from this table, since the distribution transformer has been heavily loaded during 
the heat wave, none of the goals are satisfied. However, the multi-objective optimization have 
found the closest solution to these goal values. Comparing the three cases first shows that 
considering the occupancy uncertainty can significantly change the optimal operation of the 
system, so that it is a “must” to take this factor into account. Otherwise, more inferior solution will 
emerge. Also, this comparison indicates how the most conservative case (Box RC) will hugely 
deviate the F3 optimum. As it was mentioned before, it is because Box RC considers the worse-
case scenario which is the maximum occupancy deviation. This matter leads to the total demand 
increase in the neighborhood. Since the distribution transformer is already at its maximum, and 
since the PV and battery powers are limited, there will be no choice for the problem other than 
increasing the temperature set-points, which this directly deteriorates the F3 value. Nonetheless, 
the interesting result in Budgeted RC shows that accepting some value of risk can considerably 





Figure 6.11 also indicates the average temperature set-points for all three cases. This figure 
shows that the temperature set-point profile for the budgeted RC lies mostly between the other two 
cases. This is because budgeted RC is not as conservative as the Box RC, and also not as risky as 
the deterministic case which do not consider occupancy uncertainty at all. It can be also seen that 
all cases try their best to maintain the A/C temperature set-points at the desired value during the 
hot hours and will let the optimization vary them during evening (hours with lower temperature). 
However, in RMO cases, it is hard to achieve this goal as best as the deterministic case, especially 
during hours 4, 5, 6 and 7 which have the highest ambient temperature values. The other interesting 
observation is that the occupancy and age factor penalties successfully push the optimization to 
fulfill the resident needs with more care. For example, in Budgeted RC, C3 in EA buildings, C2 in 
NA buildings, C2 and C3 in NDT buildings have the lowest temperature set-point variation among 
all the other buildings existing in the neighborhood.  It should be noted that in the best case, not 
considering the proposed robust optimization analysis would lead to significantly more deviations 
especially in F1 and F2 values. However, in the worst case, no enough power to supply all the loads 
during the hot hours would be available and might lead to load shedding of some loads. 
 





Table 6.11 also indicates the power purchase from the grid in the three cases. As can be seen, in 
RMO cases, the neighborhood buys the maximum capacity of the distribution transformer during 
most hours. Only, at the first four hours for RMO cases, the required power is less than this 
capacity. However, in the deterministic case, this matter only occurs during hour 6 which has the 
highest ambient temperature, and thus the highest A/C consumption; and hour 11 and 12 which 
solar power is very limited or zero.  
 
 
Table 6.11 Utility Power Dispatches for Each Case and at Each Time Step 
Time 
(hour) 
Pu (kW) Pu,maxPXfmr,max 
(kW) Deterministic Box RC Budgeted RC 
1 27.63 30.43 30.26 47.97 
2 29.49 36.99 38.09 47.42 
3 39.82 46.33 43.22 47.23 
4 40.92 45.59 45.21 46.51 
5 44.82 46.11 46.11 46.11 
6 46.14 46.14 46.14 46.14 
7 41.48 46.37 46.37 46.37 
8 42.30 46.63 46.63 46.63 
9 41.57 47.04 47.04 47.04 
10 45.73 47.34 47.34 47.34 
11 48.75 48.75 48.75 48.75 







Table 6.12 also lists the battery power dispatches at all times and for all cases. This table shows 
more battery discharge will be done for the RMO cases and least battery usage is in the 
deterministic case. Again, the battery in all cases is more discharged during the hottest hour (hour 
6) and the hours that PV energy starts to decline. The other interesting observation is hour 9 which 
both RMO cases considerably discharge the batteries. This is because hour 9 is exactly the time 
that the occupancy of all buildings starts to increase, which means higher demand consumption 
need in the neighborhood. 
 
Table 6.12 Battery Power Dispatches for Each Case and at Each Time Step 
Time 
(hour) 
PB,d / PB,c (kW) 
Deterministic Box RC Budgeted RC 
1    
2    
3  0/0.014 0 / 0.14 
4  0/0.04 0 / 0.04 
5  0.04 / 0 0.01 / 0 
6 2.34 / 0 2.66 / 0 4.04 / 0 
7  0.03 / 0 0.11 / 0 
8  0.06 / 0 0.01 / 0 
9  2.84 / 0 2.19 / 0 
10  0.06 / 0 0.22 / 0 
11 2.02 / 0 3.15 / 0 2.29 / 0 





The dispatch decisions for the shiftable loads are indicated in Table 6.13 for each user in the 
neighborhood and for all the cases. It is shown that the deterministic case shifts most of the loads 
to hour 3 and 8 which leads to more utility power purchase during this hour. The Box RC shifts 
most of its loads to hour 3, 7 and 12, and the Budgeted RC load shifting occurs more at hours 8. 
Hours 7 and 8 has the most number of load shifting instances. This matter is because hour 7 has a 
low amount and hour 8 has the least amount of non-shiftable loads with respect to the other hours, 
especially peak time hours. At hour 12, the A/C consumption is at its minimum, and thus some 
loads can be moved to this hour. Finally, the high shifting instances at hour 3 in the deterministic 
and Box RC case are exactly the reason that these cases suddenly purchase more power from the 
utility at this hour. The low load shifting instances at the Budgeted RC is the other interesting 
result of this Table. 
 
Finally, Figure 6.12 shows the total demand consumption for each case. It should be first noted 
that because Pd is uncertainty-affected, the left-hand side of (6.31) will be used to calculate the 
estimated demand for each case. As this figure indicates, the Box RC has the highest consumption 
level with respect to the other cases, due to its worse-case consideration. However, there are two 
time steps that Budgeted RC is consuming considerably more power than Box RC, i.e. hour 2 and 
hour 6. Higher demand at hour 2 is because budgeted RC unlike the Box RC does not shift some 
portion of its load from hour 2 to 3. Also, hour 6 has higher demand consumption level because of 








Table 6.13 Load Shifting Decisions for Different Customers 
 Deterministic  Box RC Budgeted RC 
EA C2(0.5 kW, 5→7) 
 
C1(0.5 kW, 2→3) 
C2(0.5 kW, 5→7) 
C2(0.7 kW, 6→7) 
C2(0.7 kW, 6→8) 
EAT C1(0.5 kW, 2→3) C2(0.5 kW, 2→3) 
 C3(0.5 kW, 5→7) 
 
EDT C1(0.7 kW, 7→8) 
C2(1.45 kW, 7→8) 
C3(0.5 kW, 7→8) 
C1(0.25 kW, 9→12) 
C1(0.5 kW, 10→12) 
 
C1(0.7 kW, 7→8) 
C1(0.25 kW, 9→10) 
C2(1.45 kW, 7→8) 
 
NA C2(0.25 kW, 6→8) 
C2(0.5 kW, 7→8) 
C1(0.5 kW, 11→12) 
C2(0.25 kW, 6→7) 
C2(0.25 kW, 6→7) 
 
NAT C1(1.7 kW, 2→3) 
C2(0.7 kW, 6→8) 
C1(0.5 kW, 9→12) 
C2(0.7 kW, 6→7) 
C3(0.7 kW, 11→12) 
C2(0.7 kW, 6→8) 
NDT C1(0.5 kW, 2→3) 
C3(0.5 kW, 2→3) 
C1(0.5 kW, 2→3) 
C2(0.5 kW, 9→10) 
C2(0.5 kW, 10→12) 
 
Note: For instance C2(0.5kW, 5→7) in the 1st row and 1st column means that the second 
existing apartment at the neighborhood (Costumer 2) has 0.5kW of its shiftable load transferred 
from hour 5 to hour 7. 
 
 
Figure 6.12 Total Demand Consumption in the neighborhood 





6.2.7 Risk Analysis 
 
The budget of uncertainty in (6.68) is based on an estimation on how much the total occupancy 
of the neighborhood will change during each time step. This budget is in relationship with the 
safety parameter, as mentioned in section 6.2.3. If the safety parameter increases, there is less risk 
to satisfy the chance constraint in (6.49). Therefore, increasing the safety parameter will cause 
higher budget level, and as such, a more conservative problem. Table 6.14 shows the changes in 
the objective function optimums, as Γ increases. The risk associated with each case is also 
indicated in this table to show how the level of conservativeness will change in the problem. As 
this table shows, as Γ increases, the risk associated with satisfying the chance constraint (6.49) 
reduces, but the objective functions also deteriorate more. For example, if Γ=12.87, there is only 
1% risk to make the chance constraint happen; which means with 99% confidence level, inequality 
in (6.48) will occur. It can be also observed that the F3 optimum which is directly affected with the 
occupancy uncertainty is moving toward the most conservative case, i.e. Box RC, as the budget of 
uncertainty increases. 
 
Table 6.14 Optimal Values with Changing the Budget of Uncertainty 
Budget of uncertainty F1 ($) F2 (kW) F3 (C) Risk (%) 
Γ=11.23 63.06 146.45 1865.29 3 
Γ=11.87 63.11 146.88 1917.90 2 
Γ=12.87 63.15 147.38 1967.89 1 
Γ=13.81 63.19 147.57 2011.84 0.5 






7. CHAPTER 7: 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
7.1 Concluding Remarks 
In this thesis, the effect of extreme-temperature-related natural disasters on the optimal 
operation of the energy systems has been studied. Heat waves and wildfires have been considered 
for this purpose. As for wildfires, if the fire moves towards a transmission line, the resultant 
radiative and convective heat transfer can potentially increase the surface temperature of the 
conductor, which can lead to problems such as loss of tensile strength and conductor sag. One way 
to mitigate this effect is to update the DTR of the conductor to reduce the flow of power through 
the line. However, this can affect the optimal dispatch of the entire system, and hence the 
generation units in the network need to be re-dispatched in order to find their new dispatch values. 
A unified model was proposed that integrates fire spread and heat transfer models with the dynamic 
thermal rating of a power line conductor. Case studies were performed to show how a progressing 
wildfire reduces the ampacity of a single power line conductor and changes the dispatch of the 
generation units based on the distance to the line and other weather conditions. It was also shown 
that presence of wind can significantly affect the progression of the fire and its impact on the lines. 
What makes this a stochastic study, is the inherent uncertainty in wind speed and direction. 
Considering this aspect, a model was then developed to probabilistically show the impact of 
wildfire on the dispatch of a power system and the amount of reserve allocation for each generating 
unit.  
Thereafter, an operation dispatch strategy was proposed for energy management of a power 





Whenever applicable, components were modeled by considering the effects of excess temperatures 
on their operational constraints. It was shown that ignoring the effect of temperatures can lead to 
significant overestimation of available resources, both for generation and transmission. This can 
jeopardize the security and reliability of the system. Analysis of the simulation results indicates 
that when considering the effects of temperature on the energy dispatch, the energy cost can be 
expected to increase. This is natural since the effect of temperature is often modeled in terms of 
more limitations on the capacity of power grid components, which would naturally move the 
solution away from the more relaxed (no temperature consideration) problem. However, during 
the course of a natural disaster such as a heat wave, operational cost is usually of secondary 
importance. Instead, care must be taken to ensure the balance between load and generation is 
maintained. If an operator chooses to ignore the temperature effects, the grid may become exposed 
to severe risks.  
The next goal of the research has been to find decentralized approaches to tackle the high 
temperature rise issue. Chapter 5 focused on the industrial loads, which are one of the most 
important sub-networks in the system. In this chapter, it was assumed that industrial loads can 
form a microgrid. It was shown that these microgrids can act as beneficial resources in the form of 
demand responsive loads, in particular during natural disasters where load flexibility is expected. 
Since in operating the modern industrial plants, it is required to closely monitor different objectives 
such as operational costs, the emission levels, the lifetime of assets and level of sustainable 
operation, a multi-objective optimization framework (that is more challenging than the traditional 
single-objective approaches) was proposed. The problem was formulated as a multi-objective 
nonlinear mixed-integer optimization problem and was solved using the extended lexicographic 





is Pareto efficient. Common approaches of assigning priority levels and importance weights to 
different objective functions are heuristic at best, and cannot guarantee Pareto optimality. The 
formulation was therefore modified in order to ensure this feat. It was shown in this study how 
temperature effects changes the assets’ operational constraints and consequently the overall 
operation of the plant. Moreover, this study showed that the plant can also benefit from demand 
response by shutting down one or more processes for a certain period of time. It is noteworthy that 
practical constraints such as duration of the DR event and the number of consecutive DR events 
were also developed and incorporated into the model. 
In order to deploy the DR potential even further, the distribution system was then divided into 
several independent neighborhoods that were assumed to be equipped with roof-top PV panels and 
CES systems. Therefore, a community energy management problem were formed to optimize the 
operation of a distribution system that is exposed to extreme temperature, e.g. during a heat wave 
event. It was shown that if the effects of temperature on the grid operation are not addressed 
properly, grid components may become hazardously overloaded, or under the worst case scenario, 
an imbalance between load and generation may lead to frequency instability and potential 
blackout. It was also indicated that the overutilization of A/C units at the community level is the 
biggest issue to overcome. To add flexibility to the emergency operation of the power grid, demand 
response for A/C units and demand shifting for other appliances were used in order to reduce the 
total load on the network. However, utilizing the former is in particular a delicate matter since 
excessive temperature increase in residential units can cause health risks for children and the 
elderly. As a result, the DR program proposed here ensures that the temperatures inside the 
residential units stay within acceptable limits. The solution developed was based on multi-





A modified goal programming approach was adopted to ensure Pareto optimality of the final 
solution. The proposed solution deals with individual neighborhoods, rather than the entire power 
grid, which makes it scalable for larger power systems.  Last but not the least, it was discussed in 
the last section of Chapter 6 that solving a deterministic framework for the optimal operation of a 
power system during disruptive events, such as high temperature exposure may sometimes lead to 
risky decisions. There are many sources of uncertainties in the network that can change the optimal 
operation strategy significantly. In this thesis, the effect of building occupancy uncertainty was 
studied as one such example. To do so, a robust multi-objective framework was formed that could 
obtain decisions which would completely or with high probability immune the system against 
occupancy variation. It was shown that if the decision maker chooses to accept only a small margin 
of risk, he/she is able to observe significant improvement in the operational objective functions. 
Otherwise, the most conservative robust optimization can be carried out to derive the 100% 
immune solution against the unexpected uncertainties.  
7.2  Thesis Contribution 
Figure 7.1 shows the outline of the thesis which highlights all the contributions made by this 
thesis. Below each contribution will be explained more: 
 A mitigation technique for the effect of a progressing wildfire on a transmission system 
was introduced. The developed model dynamically changes the thermal rating of at-
risk conductors and re-runs the power flow in the network. 
 Considering wind as a major natural effect on the wildfire behavior, a probabilistic 
method that incorporates the randomness of wind speed and wind direction into 





 Effect of high temperature rise on various electrical components (i.e. lines, generators, 
transformers, batteries, PVs and loads) were studied and corresponding temperature 
correction factors were derived. 
 An operation dispatch strategy for energy management of a distribution network 
exposed to a heat wave event was proposed. A single objective optimization framework 
was developed for this study. 
 An energy management framework was proposed for industrial microgrids to 
appropriately utilize the demand response potential of such networks. 
 An extended lexicographic goal programming technique was developed to minimize 
the operational costs, emissions, and loss of life of electrical assets in an industrial 
microgrid. The model created takes into account the effect of ambient temperature in 
scheduling the daily operation of these microgrids. 
 A Chebyshev goal programming technique was developed to model the energy 
management in a heat wave-affected distribution system that is divided into several 
sub-networks (neighborhoods). This model is referred to as CEM and generates the 
optimal temperature set-points for individual demand responsive A/C units. It also 
provides the optimal load shifting strategy for DR. 
   A robust multi-objective framework for CEM was developed and tested for a 
neighborhood operation exposed to a heat wave event. A risk-based analysis using 
chance constrained optimization was performed to seek several uncertainty-immune 
solutions. These solutions provide flexibility for the decision maker to choose her/his 







Figure 7.1 Outline of the thesis 
 
7.3 Future Work 
The proposed topic presented here is a broad topic that can encompass variety of subjects. 
However, below are some recommendations for future work: 
 Study of the operation of other components in the system in the event of high 
temperature rise. For example, electric vehicles, as potential battery resources, might be 
helpful in optimal operation of the system during natural disasters. 
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in this thesis, such as solar irradiation, wind velocity, fuel availability, electricity rates 
and demand responsive load limits that can be addressed through a robust optimization 
or a stochastic programming approach. 
 Beside the all proposed tools that can be helpful during a natural disaster, network 
reconfiguration and connecting the existing microgrids in the network can be beneficial 
in terms of energy saving. This is an important aspect, since the available generation in 
the network is limited or cannot be transferred in some corridors due to the limitations 
that are caused by high temperature rises. 
 In a multi-microgrid environment, each individual private-owned microgrid wants to 
optimize its own objectives, especially during contingencies. Therefore, a huge amount 
of research is needed here to first model a competitive energy market for this network 
architecture and then to find the optimal strategy that fulfills all participant’s objectives. 
Also, mathematically, this problem ends up with an interesting one, since both game 
theoretic and multi-objective approaches are needed to ensure both the market clearance 
and Pareto solutions. 
 In some network recovery situations, load shedding is inevitable. Therefore, more study 
on different load shedding schemes during heat wave events is highly suggested. This 
matter gains more importance knowing the fact that large number of switching instances 
during contingencies may lead to failure of current load shedding schemes. Therefore, 
some load clustering approaches can be suggested to both reduce the switching actions 
and also perform faster recovery.  





developed to give even more accurate solutions. The effect of excessive temperatures on 
power system loss increase can be also quantified with such framework.  
 Energy pricing is the other important issue during the contingencies like high 
temperature rises. Since deregulated power systems usually have different hierarchies 
(network operator, buyers and sellers), interesting game theoretic approaches can be 
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A. APPENDIX A:  
TEST SYSTEMS 
A.1 Introduction 
Different power systems were used in different chapters of this dissertation: the IEEE 30-bus 
power system (Chapter 3), the IEEE 33-bus power system (Chapter 4), and 4-bus power system in 
Chapter 6. The power flows were simulated in MATLAB MATPOWER® and GAMES® software. 
Although most of the power flows were DC power flows, an AC power flow (based on a standard 
Newton’s method) was performed in Chapter 3. The model used for transmission lines is also π-
model, without omitting the shunt admittance. This appendix presents the detailed bus and line 
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A.2   IEEE 30-bus power system 
Figure A.1 shows the IEEE 30-bus power system, which was used for analyzing the impact of 
a progressing wildfire on the network operation. 
A.2.1 Bus data 
 
In this study, 100 MVA was used as the base apparent power value. 
Table A.1 IEEE 30-bus power system bus data 












1 0.00 0.00 0 132 1.06 0.94 
2 21.7 12.70 0 132 1.06 0.94 
3 2.40 1.20 0 132 1.06 0.94 
4 7.60 1.60 0 132 1.06 0.94 
5 94.2 19.0 0 132 1.06 0.94 
6 0.00 0.00 0 132 1.06 0.94 
7 22.8 10.9 0 132 1.06 0.94 
8 30.0 30.0 0 132 1.06 0.94 
9 0.00 0.00 0 1 1.06 0.94 





Table A.1 Continued 












11 0.00 0.00 0 11 1.06 0.94 
12 11.2 7.50 0 33 1.06 0.94 
13 0.00 0.00 0 11 1.06 0.94 
14 6.20 1.60 0 33 1.06 0.94 
15 8.20 2.50 0 33 1.06 0.94 
16 3.50 1.80 0 33 1.06 0.94 
17 9.00 5.80 0 33 1.06 0.94 
18 3.20 0.90 0 33 1.06 0.94 
19 9.50 3.40 0 33 1.06 0.94 
20 2.20 0.70 0 33 1.06 0.94 
21 17.50 11.20 0 33 1.06 0.94 
22 0.00 0.00 0 33 1.06 0.94 
23 3.20 1.60 0 33 1.06 0.94 
24 8.70 6.70 4.3 33 1.06 0.94 





Table A.1 Continued 












26 3.50 2.30 0 33 1.06 0.94 
27 0.00 0.00 0 33 1.06 0.94 
28 0.00 0.00 0 132 1.06 0.94 
29 2.40 0.90 0 33 1.06 0.94 
30 10.6 1.90 0 33 1.06 0.94 
A.2.2 Generator Data 
The generator maximum and minimum capacities as well as their cost coefficients is shown in 
Table A.2. 
Table A.2 IEEE 30-bus power system generator data 











a b c 
1 50 200 N/A N/A 0.00375 2.00 0 
2 20 80 -20 100 0.01750 1.75 0 





Table A.2 Continued  











a b c 
4 10 35 -15 60 0.00834 3.25 0 
5 10 30 -10 50 0.02500 3.00 0 
6 12 40 -15 60 0.02500 3.00 0 
 
A.2.3 Line Data 
Table A.3 shows the line data for the aforementioned network. The per unit values are given based 
on a 100 MVA base. 
Table A.3 IEEE 30-bus power system line data 




R X B/2 
1 1 2 0.01920 0.05750 0.02640 
2 1 3 0.04520 0.18520 0.02040 
3 2 4 0.05700 0.17370 0.01840 





Table A.3 Continued 




R X B/2 
5 2 5 0.04720 0.19830 0.02090 
6 2 6 0.05810 0.17630 0.01870 
7 4 6 0.01190 0.04140 0.00450 
8 5 7 0.04600 0.11600 0.01020 
9 6 7 0.02670 0.08200 0.00850 
10 6 8 0.01200 0.04200 0.00450 
11 6 9 0.00000 0.20800 0.00000 
12 6 10 0.00000 0.55600 0.00000 
13 9 11 0.00000 0.20800 0.00000 
14 9 10 0.00000 0.11000 0.00000 
15 4 12 0.00000 0.25600 0.00000 
16 12 13 0.00000 0.14000 0.00000 







Table A.3 Continued 




R X B/2 
18 12 15 0.06620 0.13040 0.00000 
19 12 16 0.09450 0.19870 0.00000 
20 14 15 0.22100 0.19970 0.00000 
21 16 17 0.08240 0.19320 0.00000 
22 15 18 0.10700 0.21850 0.00000 
23 18 19 0.06390 0.12920 0.00000 
24 19 20 0.03400 0.06800 0.00000 
25 10 20 0.09360 0.20900 0.00000 
26 10 17 0.03240 0.08450 0.00000 
27 10 21 0.03480 0.07490 0.00000 
28 10 22 0.07270 0.14990 0.00000 
29 21 22 0.01160 0.02360 0.00000 







Table A.3 Continued 




R X B/2 
31 22 24 0.11500 0.17900 0.00000 
32 23 24 0.13200 0.27000 0.00000 
33 24 25 0.18850 0.32920 0.00000 
34 25 26 0.25440 0.38000 0.00000 
35 25 27 0.10930 0.20870 0.00000 
36 28 27 0.00000 0.36900 0.00000 
37 27 29 0.21980 0.41530 0.00000 
38 27 30 0.32020 0.60270 0.00000 
39 29 30 0.23990 0.45330 0.00000 
40 8 28 0.06360 0.20000 0.02140 
41 6 28 0.01690 0.05990 0.00650 
A.3 IEEE 33-bus power system 
Figure A.2 shows the IEEE 33-bus power system that is fit to Sacramento city network in order 
to be used for the heat wave study in Chapter 4. Since the generator data of this network was not 






Figure A.2 Schematic diagram of the IEEE 33-bus test system. Background image is extracted 
from Google maps (figure redrawn from [112]) 
A.3.1 Bus and Line Data 
The bus data as well as the line data of the IEEE 33-bus power system is listed in Table A.4. The 
nominal demands denoted in this table are for the receiving bus. 
Table A.4 Bus and line data for the IEEE 33-bus power system 




Nominal demand at receiving bus 
P (kW) Q (kW) 
1 2 0.0922 0.047 100 60 





Table A.4 Continued 




Nominal demand at receiving bus 
P (kW) Q (kW) 
3 4 0.366 0.1864 120 80 
4 5 0.3811 0.1941 60 30 
5 6 0.819 0.707 60 20 
6 7 0.1872 0.6188 200 100 
7 8 0.7114 0.2351 200 100 
8 9 1.03 0.74 60 20 
9 10 1.044 0.74 60 20 
10 11 0.1966 0.065 45 30 
11 12 0.3744 0.1298 60 35 
12 13 1.468 1.155 60 35 
13 14 0.5416 0.7129 120 80 
14 15 0.591 0.526 60 10 
15 16 0.7463 0.545 60 20 
16 17 1.289 1.721 60 20 





Table A.4 Continued 




Nominal demand at receiving bus 
P (kW) P (kW) 
2 19 0.164 0.1565 90 40 
19 20 1.5042 1.3554 90 40 
20 21 0.4095 0.4784 90 40 
21 22 0.7089 0.9373 90 40 
3 23 0.4512 0.3083 90 50 
23 24 0.898 0.7091 420 200 
24 25 0.896 0.7011 420 200 
6 26 0.203 0.1034 60 25 
26 27 0.2842 0.1447 60 25 
27 28 1.059 0.9337 60 20 
28 29 0.8042 0.7006 120 70 
29 30 0.5075 0.2585 200 600 
30 31 0.9744 0.963 150 70 
31 32 0.3105 0.3619 210 100 





A.3.2 Building percentage in each node 
In the heat wave study in Chapter 4, it is assumed that the number of each housing category is 
assigned to each node based on proximity to the down town area or suburbs. It is also assumed 
that the ratio of new houses to old houses increases as the median household income of that area 
increases. Therefore, it is needed to modify the demand values at each node based on the above 
assumptions. For this purpose, first, the nominal demand value at each node will be divided by the 
average power consumption of the houses at each time step in order to roughly calculate the total 
number of houses. Then, based on Table A.5, the number of each building category at each node 
will be determined. 














1 30 40 10 20 0 0 
2 20 60 5 15 0 0 
3 20 60 5 15 0 0 
4 20 30 10 20 5 15 
5 30 10 30 10 15 5 
6 8 2 40 10 30 10 
7 8 2 40 10 30 10 
8 4 6 20 30 10 30 
9 4 6 10 30 10 40 




















11 4 6 10 30 10 40 
12 2 3 10 20 15 50 
13 2 3 10 20 15 50 
14 2 3 10 20 15 50 
15 0 0 10 20 20 50 
16 0 0 10 20 20 50 
17 0 0 10 20 20 50 
18 0 0 10 20 20 50 
19 5 5 10 30 10 40 
20 2 3 10 30 15 40 
21 0 0 10 20 25 45 
22 0 0 10 20 25 45 
23 15 5 40 10 25 5 
24 15 5 40 10 25 5 
25 0 0 10 20 20 50 
26 8 2 25 5 50 10 
27 4 6 10 20 20 40 
28 2 3 10 20 15 50 
29 2 3 10 20 15 50 
30 2 3 10 20 15 50 



















32 1 4 5 15 15 60 
33 1 4 5 15 15 60 
 
A.4 The neighborhood structured power system (4-bus system) 
The following data is assumed for the neighborhood structured network tested in Chapter 6. The 
base impedance in this study has been set to 19.044 Ω. 
A.4.1 Line Data 
 
Table A.6 lists the resistances and reactances of each line for the 4-bus power system. It can be 
seen that all three lines are considered similarly. 
Table A.6 Line data for the 4-bus power system 
Sending bus Receiving bus Resistance (Ω) Reactance (Ω) 
1 2 0.1529 0.2903 
1 3 0.1529 0.2903 






B. APPENDIX B:  
DEMAND PARAMETERS 
In this appendix, the demand coefficients used in Chapter 6 (A/C and A/C in (6.1)), are 
presented. It should be noted that these coefficients have been calculated by Andrew Speake, 
Maxwell Harris, and Paulo Cesar Tabares-Velasco, from the Mechanical Engineering Department 
at Colorado School of Mines. For more information, the reader is referred to [141].  
B.1 Demand coefficients of the each building type 
Table B.1 to Table B.6 list the demand coefficients of the six building types used in this thesis. 
Table B.1 EA demand coefficients for 8 time lags 
Time lag A/C A/C,AT A/C,TS A/C,OCC 
1 -0.429047475 0.044368 0.002041 -0.0156 
2 -0.121655006 -0.04313 -0.29436 -0.17219 
3 -0.080649181 0.025569 0.237994 -0.28489 
4 0.117154909 -0.01722 0.056809 0.545205 
5 0.12816461 -0.03272 0.058692 -0.33597 
6 -0.022788963 0.069754 -0.0578 0.119848 
7 0.007166653 -0.02801 -0.03424 0.034606 
8 0.016561457 0.009264 0.021095 -0.0337 
 





Table B.2 EAT demand coefficients for 8 time lags 
Time lag A/C A/C,AT A/C,TS A/C,OCC 
1 -0.89405 0.101779 0.000591 -0.44939 
2 0.009443 -0.09616 -0.62119 -0.08298 
3 0.082496 0.0112 0.672427 -0.0241 
4 -0.04453 -0.0419 6.43E-05 0.202899 
5 0.068729 0.023099 -0.00986 -0.13624 
6 0.032601 0.049252 -0.02112 0.279484 
7 0.025009 -0.03168 -0.01496 -0.05675 
8 0.010075 0.037454 -0.03499 0.063607 
 
Table B.3 EDT demand coefficients for 8 time lags 
Time lag A/C A/C,AT A/C,TS A/C,OCC 
1 -0.54948 0.080612 0.009694 -0.26891 
2 0.004985 -0.0617 -0.55282 -0.52572 
3 0.004983 0.0842 0.323751 0.036541 







Table B.3 Continued 
Time lag A/C A/C,AT A/C,TS A/C,OCC 
5 0.080103 -0.11571 -0.09395 -0.29298 
6 0.073857 0.22202 0.174005 0.124812 
7 -0.05246 -0.05881 -0.1232 0.318077 
8 0.037383 0.013971 -0.00674 0.169722 
 
Table B.4 NA demand coefficients for 8 time lags 
Time lag A/C A/C,AT A/C,TS A/C,OCC 
1 -0.01372 0.020415 0.006587 0.095628 
2 -0.37968 -0.00489 -0.15236 -0.10078 
3 -0.12812 0.012888 0.026868 -0.21565 
4 0.205597 0.012836 0.122396 0.415341 
5 0.202445 -0.04403 0.003754 -0.01427 
6 -0.00299 0.02779 -0.01579 -0.11528 
7 -0.03363 0.01181 -0.05077 0.054819 






Table B.5 NAT demand coefficients for 8 time lags 
Time lag A/C A/C,AT A/C,TS A/C,OCC 
1 -0.24488 0.031875 0.005872 0.081503 
2 -0.02523 -0.01884 -0.35052 -0.18081 
3 -0.08033 0.034867 0.118256 -0.12002 
4 -0.11278 0.002536 0.102997 0.219914 
5 0.029317 -0.05782 0.026748 -0.09175 
6 -0.03077 0.054422 0.079066 -0.0572 
7 -0.03117 -0.0028 -0.03579 0.176747 
8 0.013183 -0.01282 0.027942 -0.03285 
 
Table B.6 NDT demand coefficients for 8 time lags 
Time lag A/C A/C,AT A/C,TS A/C,OCC 
1 -0.37803 0.055144 0.01981 -0.01978 
2 -0.19929 -0.02598 -0.5933 -0.4425 
3 0.00726 0.020353 0.427543 0.149516 
4 -0.06436 -0.03911 0.119185 -0.07166 





Table B.6 Continued 
Time lag A/C A/C,AT A/C,TS A/C,OCC 
6 0.086001 0.129331 -0.02944 -0.04665 
7 0.058809 -0.09713 -0.00396 0.452787 
8 0.011099 0.067181 -0.07839 -0.17729 
 
B.2 Initial A/C power consumption for the eight time lags 
The following values are used for each building category as the initial values (first eight time lag 
values) of equation (6.1). 
Table B.7 Initial A/C power consumptions 
 EA EAT EDT NA NAT NDT 
1 0.361704 0.786125 0.950519 0.209529 0.43753 0.730566 
2 0.314794 0.625925 0.753068 0.184676 0.362148 0.60086 
3 0.286202 0.517005 0.61775 0.168559 0.308375 0.50563 
4 0.268126 0.441449 0.525899 0.15866 0.269971 0.435388 
5 0.278716 0.440751 0.506602 0.166201 0.264788 0.415683 








Table B.7 Continued 
 EA EAT EDT NA NAT NDT 
7 0.615454 1.215498 1.348863 0.469101 0.617261 0.826527 
8 0.807901 2.050136 2.204292 0.514071 0.773244 1.141473 
 
B.3 Non-shiftable loads in community energy management study 
The following values are used as the non-shiftable loads in the 12-hour time period of the study 
carried out in Chapter 6. 
Table B.8 Non-shiftable loads 
 EA EAT EDT NA NAT NDT 
1 0.143673 0.159152 0.159152 0.251608 0.291229 0.291229 
2 0.152371 0.169591 0.169591 0.306832 0.357495 0.357495 
3 0.143963 0.159822 0.159822 0.319493 0.372953 0.372953 
4 0.149682 0.16669 0.16669 0.329977 0.38553 0.38553 
5 0.156173 0.173834 0.173834 0.318585 0.371336 0.371336 
6 0.144385 0.159683 0.159683 0.291458 0.33879 0.33879 
7 0.150083 0.166527 0.166527 0.27255 0.316095 0.316095 






Table B.8 Continued 
 EA EAT EDT NA NAT NDT 
9 0.189034 0.212639 0.212639 0.306723 0.356565 0.356565 
10 0.256842 0.292748 0.292748 0.372488 0.434413 0.434413 
11 0.235931 0.266987 0.266987 0.350017 0.406943 0.406943 
12 0.181148 0.201863 0.201863 0.299571 0.346957 0.346957 
 
B.4 Miscellaneous loads in community energy management study 
The following values are used as the miscellaneous loads in the 12-hour time period of the study 
carried out in Chapter 6. 
Table B.9 Miscellaneous loads 
 EA EAT EDT NA NAT NDT 
1 0.101244 0.27784 0.2753 0.246231 0.295416 0.338636 
2 0.100082 0.276091 0.273711 0.245846 0.293558 0.334327 
3 0.103089 0.277672 0.275288 0.247492 0.2955 0.336442 
4 0.099905 0.274043 0.271696 0.244372 0.291363 0.331592 
5 0.112642 0.281297 0.278905 0.251733 0.300122 0.341425 






Table B.9 Continued 
 EA EAT EDT NA NAT NDT 
7 0.125801 0.302721 0.300156 0.270898 0.323647 0.368139 
8 0.149977 0.351907 0.348916 0.31422 0.377021 0.429098 
9 0.201901 0.424987 0.421216 0.378731 0.457829 0.523789 
10 0.255344 0.486493 0.481518 0.429053 0.526687 0.612814 
11 0.315263 0.573837 0.566536 0.493526 0.622878 0.74658 















C. APPENDIX C:  
LINEARIZATION 
Nonlinear problems are in general more difficult to solve. Therefore, whenever possible, 
linearization techniques must be employed to convert these to linear problems, which possess 
improved tractability and can reach global optima in a significantly faster time. The linearization 
techniques adopted in this dissertation are described below. 
C.1 Piecewise linear approximation 
The problem as represented in sections 5.1 and 5.2 is nonlinear and mixed integer. In an effort 
to increase the tractability and convergence of the problem, while also staying loyal to the structure 
of the problem, the nonlinear terms in the objective functions and the constraints were replaced 
with their piecewise linear approximations. This does not present a significant compromise in 
accuracy, but noticeably speeds up convergence. The method presented in [136] has been used to 
piecewise linearize the nonlinear functions. Let’s assume function ϕ is a piecewise linear function 
of variable χ according to Figure C.1. We can represent the main variable as the sum of three 
variables: 
1 2 3       (C.1) 
Where: 
10 a   (C.2) 
 20 b a    (C.3) 






Using the slopes of the lines: 
1 1 2 2 3 3          (C.5) 
But according to the graph, we must also ensure that whenever χ2> 0, then χ1 = a, and similarly 
whenever χ3> 0, then χ2 = (b-a), so μ1 and μ2 are defined. These two auxiliary variables will be 1 
if χ1 and χ2 are at their upper bounds, and 0 otherwise. The constraints become: 
1 1a a    (C.6) 
   2 2 1b a b a       (C.7) 
 3 20 c b     (C.8) 
 
Figure C.1 Piece-wise linear approximation 
 
C.2 Bilinear Terms 
Several terms in the problem formulations had bilinear relationships between two continuous 
variables. Bilinear terms often lead to prolonged simulation times and the possibility that global 
optima are not achieved. In [150], a standard transformation is proposed to reformulate these terms 





to provide an underestimation of the bilinear relationship. For instance, the bilinear term a·b is 
replaced with a new variable X which would then be bounded by a set of four inequality constraints. 
These constraints would depend on the bounds of the original variables. If b[bmin, bmax] and 
a[amin, amax], then: 
min min min min
max max max max
max min max min
min max min max
X a b ab a b
X a b ab a b
X a b ab a b







C.3 Absolute Value 
The absolute value function can be linearized by defining another auxiliary variable and a set of 










   
(C.10) 
subject to:  
: t t tt T Y a Y      (C.11) 
: 0
t
t T Y    
(C.12) 
C.4 Function Returning only Positive Values 
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D. APPENDIX D:  
OTHER MODELS FOR THERMAL AGING RATE OF ELECTICAL ASSETS  
Beside the models used in this thesis to estimate the lifetime of some of the electrical assets, 
there are some other approaches to calculate the thermal aging of these components. In the 
following, a few of these models are introduced. 
D.1  Transformers 
D.1.1 Dakin Model 
One of the best methods which was proposed by Dakin for estimating the transformer insulation 
lifetime is based on chemical rates [151]. Dakin mentions that the thermal aging rate of transformer 
insulation is another way to express the transformer deterioration and can be estimated by the well-
known Arrhenius equation [152]. Using this concept, insulation lifetime corrected by temperature 







L: life in units of time  
B: An experimental constant 
φ: the activation energy (ev) 
T: hot-spot temperature in Kelvin  






D.2  Electric Machines 
The aging of generators is intimately associated with the hot-spot temperature of the stator 
windings insulation [153], [154]. Therefore, like transformers, the chemical changes of the 
insulating materials are responsible for thermal aging. Hence, all the aforementioned methods for 
estimating lifetime of transformers are applicable for generators and motors. Usually, the 
Montsinger’s rule is used for generator lifetime estimation. However, some references have 
combined this rule with other factors of machine aging (e.g. electrical and mechanical parameters) 
and established the “multifactor models” [155]. One of the common models in this regard (called 




















tET: expected lifetime of the stator winding with combined electrical and thermal stress 
tTI: lifetime in temperature of temperature index 
k: constant (0.5) 
TTI: temperature of temperature index of the insulation system 
TW: winding average temperature 
Tb: base difference temperature (10°C) 
EW: electric field strength of the reviewed stator (kV/mm) 
Ere: reference value for electric field strength (kV/mm) 
n: calculated constant for electrical stress matching the combined electro-thermal ageing model 






D.3  Conductors 
D.3.1 Harvey’s model  
High operating temperatures cause excessive thermal stress of the conductor, resulting in 
permanent damages such as annealing, creep and especially loss of tensile strength (LoS) [129]. 
Harvey’s model is the most well-known method to calculate the LoS [129], [54]. According to this 
model, the percent loss of tensile strength of an aluminum conductor strand can be determined as 
follows: 
 
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TC: Conductor temperature (°C) 
d: strand diameter (mm) 
t: exposure time (h) 
It’s noteworthy that the Tc in the above equation should be calculated according to Joule’s law of 
IEEE 738 std. [97]. 
D.3.2 Conductor’s elongation and creeping model 
Sag of the conductor in many cases is considered as the limiting factor for its transmission 
capability. The important factor to determine the sag behavior of the power line is the change of 













ε: elongation (p.u) 
F: mechanical force (N) 
A: cross-sectional area (mm2) 
E: elasticity modules (Nmm-2) 
α: linear thermal expansion coefficient (K-1) 
β: square thermal expansion coefficient (K-2) 
Δθ: temperature difference (K) 
Creeping is also the other process that can effect on the line sag and consequently the ageing of 
the conductor. Creeping is deformation of the internal structure of the conductor which causes the 
screw dislocation and climbing of edge dislocation [157]: 
. . . uc K t
    (D.5) 
Where: 
εc: elongation by creeping (ppm) 
θ: temperature (°C) 
δ: mechanical tension (kg/mm2) 
t: time (h) 
K,Φ, α, μ: material coefficients 
 
